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PREFACE.
To those entering the Third Order of the Society of St
Francis (TSSF) today, the name of Dorothy Swayne may
mean little or nothing. Yet the Third Order would probably
not have been founded, and certainly not in its present form,
without her leadership and inspiration, and her partnership
with Fr. Algy (SSF), the first Father Guardian. It is timely to
write about her now, while there are still family members and
some tertiaries who remember her, and at a point when the
TSSF Archive is now in Lambeth Palace Library, where it
has been catalogued and is available for research.
This is not as intimate a portrait of Dorothy Swayne
as I would have wished: her determination to follow the path
of ‘hiddenness’ means that there are no diaries and very few
personal documents or letters which would reveal the lighter
side of the person who is described by friends as having ‘an
infectious sense of humour.’ However, her role within the
Order is the meat of this short biography, for which she
would, I am sure, most wish to be remembered.
There are numerous people mentioned in the text
who are unknown today. Biographical notes are provided at
the end of the biography, and the names are marked with an
asterisk (*) in the main text.
Denise Mumford (TSSF)

(February, 2014.)
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This short biography of Dorothy Swayne reminds Tertiaries
of the radical nature of the Order founded in the 1930s, and
of the legacy of our Lay-Founder, a gifted and passionate
Franciscan, who achieved much in spite of severe disability.
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CHAPTER 1. FAMILY and YOUTH.
Dorothy Swayne was born in 1887, the first child of
the Rev. William Swayne and Emma des Reaux Swayne.
The family was from the professional class, with a strong
Christian tradition: William Swayne’s brothers had careers in
the army, the law and the church; and William Swayne
himself, an Anglican priest, was later to become Dean of
Manchester and Bishop of Lincoln. Dorothy’s brother, John,
born 3 years after her in 1890, became an officer in the
British Army. He served with great distinction in the Second
World War, reaching the rank of Lieut. General and was
knighted.
Dorothy lived at home until she was 30, apart from a
period of three years at Oxford University. These years in
her family were formative, and it may help to understand her
by describing her family in more detail. The life of Dorothy’s
father, William Shuckburgh Swayne, is recorded in his
Memoir: ‘Parsons Pleasure.’1 He had a close and loving
relationship with his own father, William John Swayne, also
an Anglican priest, and writes of him: ‘He had a quiet eye,
and lived the last 60 years of his life in country parishes.’
Grandfather, William John, was never rich, but
managed to raise four sons and a daughter and to educate
them well. He had received a First Class degree from
Oxford, and was a passionate lover of the countryside, with
an extensive knowledge of botany and geology, a love which
he passed on to his sons. He was also a water-colour artist
of some quality.

1

Parson’s Pleasure, published 1934, by Blackwood and Sons, London.
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Father, William Shuckburgh Swayne, was born in 1862, and
with his twin brothers, Edward and Jack, twins born 1864,
ran wild in the New Forest, with a freedom which gave them
great joy and would raise eyebrows today. They walked
great distances, and explored on bicycles and on horseback.
They were sporty boys, who loved cricket, and at school
took up rowing as well. They went to a minor public school,
where William won a scholarship to New College, Oxford.
He later achieved a First Class in Theology. Having
considered the Law, he decided instead to follow in his
father’s footsteps: ‘I had no thought but that I should be a
country cleric to the end of my days…. My father was a
country priest, my great-grandfather had been a country
priest. I knew nothing of town life.’
He was ordained priest in 1886 and became curate at Emery
Down in the New Forest. That same year he married Emma
Louise des Reaux, Dorothy’s mother. Louie came from a
well-known Jersey family, and her husband writes about her
with great affection2:
‘Louie had been educated in a French convent until
she was 17; at 17 she went to the north of Scotland to
be the companion to the daughters of Mrs Murray of
Gheanies, and to be further educated with them by a
resident tutor… Her education therefore had been
very different from that of an English girl. In
temperament, vivacity and charm she was more
French than English. Her family was among the
Huguenots who came over to Jersey after the
revocation of the edict of Nantes… In addition to
physical beauty, she had all the charm of difference.
She was not athletic, she was not bookish. She spoke
2

Ibid. pp.100 -101.
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French perfectly. She was a beautiful needlewoman,
and a capable cook. She sang pleasantly, especially
Norman and Breton songs. She had a natural gift of
dress, and always managed to be charmingly dressed
on a tiny income. She was more entirely devoid of
shyness than anyone I have known. If she were in the
company of a tramp or a royal prince, she would be
alike at her ease, and would put them at their ease
also, with the most delightful simplicity. As I came to
know her better, I discovered that she had a shrewd
knowledge of human nature which often surprised
me. Of her deeper qualities I cannot write, except to
say that there were depths of tenderness and
goodness which I came to realise more and more
during thirty years of a true marriage.’
Louie seems to have fitted into the role of clergy wife with
great aplomb. They spent the first four years of marriage at
Stalbridge in Dorset, a second country parish, where William
completed his curacy. During this time their two children
were born, Dorothy Louise in 1887 and John George des
Reaux in 1890. William Swayne was then offered the post of
Diocesan Preacher and Lecturer in Theology by the Bishop
of Lichfield, and they moved to Lichfield in 1890. This post
was a recognition of his academic brilliance, and gave him
the opportunity for further study, as well as learning to speak
to large audiences.
A short time thereafter, William Swayne was offered a very
responsible living as Vicar of St Matthew’s, Walsall, which
had the largest congregation in the Diocese. For a young
man of 29 to be offered this opportunity as his first
incumbency caused him some uncertainty. There were 1200
communicants, 1500 children in Sunday schools, an army of
church workers, and a staff of 3 assistant clergy, plus a
9
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Dorothy’s father, Right Revd William Swayne,
when Bishop of Lincoln,
Dorothy’s mother, Emma Louise des Reaux
Swayne.

(iii)

Dorothy and brother John: Victorian children.

(iv)

Dorothy in youth.
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Reader and a Deaconess. He was persuaded that youth
was not always a handicap, and for the next ten years had a
very productive and satisfying life in this industrial town, a
period of ‘unremitting work and great happiness.’ His wife
took her share in the work of the parish and made the
Vicarage ‘the house with an ever open door where all were
welcome.’3 By the time they moved on, Dorothy would have
been 14.
In 1900, William negotiated leave of absence to go to
the South African War for 6 months as an acting Chaplain.4
Shortly after his return, he was offered the benefice of St
Peter’s, Cranley Gardens in South Kensington, which had
the reputation of having ‘a fashionable West End
congregation’. After considerable hesitation - he was not
overly keen to go to London - he accepted, and in 1901 he
and his family moved to the new parish, where they
remained for 17 years. It had another large and well
organised congregation of some 1500, with a high number of
communicants – 300 regulars, and probably 1300 at Easter
and Christmas. There were seven Sunday Services at St
Peter’s. Aside from parish duties, William Swayne was on
numerous Committees, and on the weekly Board of the
Chelsea Hospital for Women, where he also took regular
services. Moreover, the dinner party circuit – although
enjoyable – was unrelenting. It was, he wrote: ‘the only time

3

Ibid. p.156.
This was not WSS’s only foray into the military. During the First World War, he
joined the Reserve Corps of the Inns of Court Volunteers, which seems to have
been rather like the Home Guard during WW2, a bit of a lark. More seriously,
in 1916, he made arrangements to go to Rouen for some months to serve the
out-going troops through the YMCA, just before they were called to the Front
to face death and mayhem.
4
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in my life when my health has been affected through stress
of work.’5
We know very little about Dorothy at this time. Both
her parents were heavily engaged in work within the Parish,
and in associated social engagements. After her brother was
sent to boarding school, she was the only child at home, but
I do not get the impression that she was shy; she seems to
have been confident and lively from her early days. She was
sent to a private girl’s school, Miss Geeche’s, in Kensington.
She must have done extremely well academically, because
she was offered a place at Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford, in
1906, a very special achievement for a young woman at that
time. She enjoyed Oxford immensely, and made many
friends. She is said to have had great respect for Miss
Wordsworth, the founding Principal of the College, and liked
her Tutor, Miss Lodge, under whom she read Modern
History. She was close to her Finals and was expected to
receive a First, when, in 1909, she was called home to look
after her mother, who had become very ill. She was never
able to complete her degree, but does not seem to have
been bitter about it. She was apparently more proud of being
Captain of Boats than of her academic ability.6
At this time it would have been normal for a young
woman to put family before career, but in any case,
Dorothy’s life demonstrates her obedience to authority – in
this case to her parents. Her Father wrote:
‘The latter part of my period in London was saddened
by the long, serious and fatal illness of my dear wife.
5

Ibid. p.193.
The record of this comment, from an interview with Edith Evans, after
Dorothy’s death, reads ‘Captain of Boars’, but I assume that this is a typing
error.
6
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She was very happy during the early years of our stay
in London. Her sweet nature gathered her a host of
friends… She threw herself heartily into the work of
the church in West London, and thoroughly enjoyed
the social activities… Probably the pressure of
London life was putting a greater strain on her than
either she or I were aware. Her health began to give
some ground for anxiety. At first we supposed she
suffered from some kind of neurasthenia. As the
years passed on it became clear that the situation
could not be thus interpreted. The doctors spoke to
me gently of a condition of premature senility.7 There
was a slow but progressive weakening of mind and
body; but never did she lose her gentleness or
sweetness of disposition. The day came when my
daughter found it necessary to give up her residence
at Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford to be with her mother
and to keep house for me. Though I regretted the
necessity, it was a great comfort to have her with me.’
For the next eight years, before and during the First
World War, Dorothy cared for her mother, acted as her
Father’s companion and hostess, and worked in the parish
of St Peter’s, Cranley Gardens. One of her initiatives was to
start a King’s Messengers’ group - a Christian youth
organisation. Grace Nibbs, who later became a missionary
in Africa, recalls knowing Dorothy when she (Grace) was a
small girl: ‘She was always so nice to children and we all
loved her. I remember so well the branch of the K.M in the
parish. She had a wonderful way of putting over her
enthusiasm to us children, and I attended KM for years, and
7

Family memories suggest that Dorothy’s Mother also suffered a number of
small strokes.
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later taught one of the classes.’ This was the start of the
Christian Community Work, in which Dorothy later excelled.
Her brother, John, (usually called Jack,) had joined
the Army. During the 1st World War, Lieut. Swayne,
Somerset Light Infantry, was attached to the Signal Service
as Signalling Officer of the 14th Infantry Brigade. His father
recalled:
‘Two days after the Battle of Le Cateau,8 I had a
message from the War Office that my son was
missing. It was six weeks before we had any further
information about what had happened to him. I had
been able to get in touch with those who last saw him,
especially with a wounded officer who had returned to
England, who gave me precise and intelligible
information as to the last that had been seen of him. It
was in the early morning, before 6 am., of 26th
August, the day of Le Cateau. The 14th Infantry
Brigade was on the north-east of Le Cateau, acting as
the rear-guard. The troops were in the street in
columns of four. Before they began their retirement,
they were fired on by what seemed to be a German
patrol of about 6 men, who were ‘silenced’ without
casualty on our part. It was soon evident, however,
that the Germans were advancing in some force. It
was necessary that someone should hold them up to
give our troops time to retire and deploy. My son and
another young officer, Lieut Dennis, DCLI, Brigade
Machine-gun Officer, and six men went into a house
and proceeded to fire at the advancing Germans. This
8

On 26/08/1914,.after the retreat by Allied Forces from the Battle of Mons,
7812 Allied soldiers were killed, injured or imprisoned by the Germans at Le
Cateau.
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was the last thing that was seen of him. We
subsequently learned that Lieut. Dennis was fatally
wounded, and that my son was knocked out by a
bullet, which must have struck the wall immediately
adjacent to his head, as he was rendered
unconscious for some minutes, but was unwounded.
The little party was eventually captured.
Meanwhile, I hope they had done their part. We heard
nothing of him for 6 weeks. One day in October, when
I was out, my daughter was called to the telephone,
and a voice said: ‘Who is that?’ Dorothy gave her
name. ‘Oh, it is Dorothy, is it? Well, I am Leverson
Gower from the Traveller’s Club. I have just returned
from Germany and I have seen your brother. He is a
prisoner, and alive and well.’ This was the first news
that my son was still alive – a trivial incident perhaps
in the Great War, for painful though our suspense had
been, it was little compared with the sorrows of
many.’9
That period of waiting must have been the lowest time in the
family’s life, with the mother so ill, and the brother perhaps
dead. Even when they heard that he was alive, their anxiety
about him was very great. Dorothy’s father wrote: ‘When her
brother was a prisoner of war in Germany, Dorothy’s
courage, cheerfulness and affection were my example and
my stay.’ A photograph of Dorothy with her father at this time
gives a glimpse of their closeness. Dorothy began to receive
letters from her brother in Prison camp, and wrote to him
regularly.

9

Ibid, p.207.
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(v) Dorothy with her father during World War 1.
(vi) Brother, Lieut. John Swayne, when a prisoner of war
during WW1.
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(vii) Dorothy in her 20s while living at home.
(viii) The original home of Time and Talents Settlement, 187
Bermondsey Street, London SE!, where Dorothy lived for 5 years,
(see page 21). (photo 2013.)
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In 1916, Dorothy’s mother died, an event of both relief
and great sadness to those who remained. Within a year,
William Swayne married again – to Madeleine Farquharson,
(known as Angie), a Scots friend of the family. His memoirs
speak of a happy second marriage. After a time, Angie
became his Secretary, and a full partner in his work. His
career, perhaps limited by Louie’s illness, went from strength
to strength: he was consecrated Dean of Manchester
Cathedral in 1918 and in 1920 became Bishop of Lincoln.
Perhaps not surprisingly, given the speed with which
he remarried, his second wife was ‘not appreciated by the
family’;10 Jack, writing from prison in Germany, commented
on how strange and distanced he felt from the event: ‘when
one has never really met her,’ although he wished his Father
well. For Dorothy, who had become so close to her Father,
the marriage must have been at best a mixed blessing. Later
on when her Father became Bishop, his wife’s nick-name in
the family was the ‘Lincoln handicap’ – witty but rather cruel.
It is possible, of course, that the ‘Bish’ had Dorothy’s needs
at heart as well as his own, and that, by marrying, hoped to
free her up for marriage herself - or, as it turned out, for a
considerable career. Dorothy did have a suitable offer of
marriage at about this time, but she turned it down.
Since Dorothy and her brother, Jack, were in regular
correspondence during his time as a prisoner, it seems
appropriate to include something more about his fortunes.
In 1918, there was an exchange of long-term prisoners, and
Jack was moved from Germany to Holland, a neutral
country. A letter written to Dorothy by Jack, dated 8/02/1918,
describes something of the cost of imprisonment:
10

Recalled by Geoffrey Ahern, Dorothy’s great nephew.
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‘Everyone has really succeeded in making us feel at
home. I have been gadding about to lunch or dinner
parties, to concerts, theatres and the opera, and to all
sorts of facilities. I do not mean to keep it up for long,
for as soon as my books arrive, I shall get down to
work.
I do wish that you and Ednie11 could get out here, but
I hear that it is absolutely out of the question, and that
no women are allowed. There is talk of giving us
‘leave’, though that is only talk at present.
I am doing the gadding about as a sort of cure which
– entre nous – is necessary for us all. We hardly
realised before, but now that we are among normal
people, it is very easy to see that we are none of us
normal. I do not mean that we are ‘cracked,’ but
simply ‘queer’. We are sort of dazed, as is quite
natural after being shut up for 3 years.
We are all together, mind you, and honourable
prisoners, and yet we have all felt the effect and it will
take a little time to recover from it.’
This letter is remarkable in its openness and honesty, and
the trust with which he shared his feelings with his sister.
After the War, Jack married Edna, his sweetheart,
and in 1920, the family was delighted at the birth of Jack’s
only child, Peggy. The Bishop’s Memoir: Parson’s Pleasure,
was dedicated to his grand-daughter. Jack continued in the
army, and was based in Belfast for a time with his Regiment,
11

Edna Winfred Swayne, b. 1899, was a cousin, daughter of Edward Hopton
Swayne, William Swayne’s brother. She had become engaged to Jack through a
long-distance courtship. A portrait of her at this time shows a girl of great
beauty, with a mass of auburn curls.
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the Somerset Light Infantry. Afterwards he was based in
Egypt and India. With her mother dead, her father in the
north, and her brother overseas, Dorothy was now able to
start upon an independent life.
CHAPTER 2: WORK.
After a brief and (by modern standards) sketchy
training in Social Work, Dorothy was able to start work. In
1917, she became Warden of the Joan of Arc Hostel for
women munitions workers at Woolwich, a large institution. A
crisis occurred there during the infamous flu pandemic,
which started in January 1918, and affected many healthy
young people in Britain, at a time when great numbers of
men were still being lost at the Front. The women at the
hostel ‘died like flies.’ Dorothy nursed them and cared for
them. She recounted that there were not even enough
coffins available to bury them decently. This experience
must have profoundly affected Dorothy, so soon after her
Mother’s death.
In 1919 Dorothy moved to become Warden of the
Time and Talents Settlement in Bermondsey, which still
exists today.12 Her time in Bermondsey was a life changing
experience. The Settlement was based at that time in a large
house at 187 Bermondsey Street, close to the docks13. Only
the Rectory separated it from the Parish Church of St Mary
Magdalene. This was where Dorothy lived and worked until
1924. It was an area of great poverty, with high
unemployment, overcrowded housing and high infant
mortality. The Settlement was a religious institution, which
12
13

th

Time and Talents celebrated its 125 anniversary in September 2012.
See photo (page 18) taken in 2013.
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catered for local women and girls, attending to both their
social and spiritual needs. It provided clubs, outings and
evening classes, and became a Training Centre for Social
Work and Youth Work: the Annual Report for 1923 says,
‘The Settlement seems to be meeting an ever-growing need
in offering training for Club Leaders. From all over the
country come the demands for trained leadership, and our
Settlement is undertaking one of the few experiments in this
work.’ From 1921, Time and Talents also became
responsible for the Children’s Care Committee work in
London County Council schools , providing a link between
schools and parents, and offering help and support to
families with social problems.
Dorothy had been working exceedingly hard for a
number of years, and perhaps for that reason, was stricken
with serious illness at the end of 1921: her doctor described
the condition as ‘sciatica’, but it was probably the first sign of
the rheumatoid arthritis which would later limit her life and
work. She was given two months sick leave by the
Settlement Executive Committee. However, in April 1922,
she was still unwell, and she wrote offering her resignation
as Warden. At the same time, she indicated that she might
be able to return in the autumn, if she were allowed definite
periods off-duty, and more management help. Clearly the
Executive Committee was loath to lose her, because her
resignation was not accepted, and a Sub-Warden was
appointed to cover her absence and to take over some
duties on her return, which took place after almost a year of
sick leave.14 This first experience of her own ill health must
have been depressing and perhaps frightening, following
14

Information from Time and Talents: Executive Committee Minutes and
Annual Reports, 1921-24, available at the London Metropolitan Archives.
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eight years of nursing her mother, and then all the deaths at
the Woolwich Hostel. It is not clear where she lived during
this year, and whether she was well looked after. Her Father
was by this time beginning his work as Bishop of Lincoln,
and there is no mention of her joining him at Bishop’s
House.
She resumed work with great enthusiasm and,
according to a history of the Settlement: 15 ‘By 1923 its
pioneering work was fully recognised and the Settlement
was constantly overflowing with 6 staff, 6 students and
visitors, all sharing in the local life.16 There were seldom less
than 18 sitting down to meals.’ In addition, a hostel housed
32 young women, and clubs were also held at a second
Centre at Dockland, by the Thames. Sixty to a hundred
affordable dinners were provided for working women on
week days. In the summer of 1923, eighty five girls had a
country holiday.
This was clearly a job which suited Dorothy well: she
was professional and innovative, passionate about relieving
poverty, and she loved working with the local people. Miss
Campbell, a club member, wrote years later: ‘When I joined
the Time and Talents Club, fifty years ago, Miss Dorothy
Swayne was the Warden of the Clubs. From the first she
had an impact on me. She seemed to care for people and
had far sight. One could always go to her and she had time
and patience for all one’s worries. It was, I expect, that
influence that made me stay a member for so long… Those
15

Marjorie Daunt: By Peaceful Means, the Story of Time and Talents (18871987), Time and Talents Association (1989), p15.
16
Students came mainly from Oxford and Cambridge, but in 1923, 6 residents
were students on the 2-year course in Social Work at LSE/Bedford; visitors
came from across the UK, but also from overseas. .
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days she was so jolly and happy with us all. Many holidays
we spent together with parties. A great example of Christian
faith! She left us after a couple of years, but never in spirit –
we of our club were always in touch with her.’
The Settlement had a Christian base and there were
Bible classes, Sunday Schools and discussion groups. In
1924, Dorothy Swayne met Evelyn Underhill*17 for the first
time at a conference, and asked her to conduct what turned
out to be Evelyn’s first Retreat. Dorothy wrote: ‘At that time I
was Warden of the Time and Talents Settlement and had
started an inter-denominational group. It was not easy to find
people who could conduct a Retreat for such a group, and I
at once felt that Evelyn could do this. I therefore invited her
to conduct our retreat at Pleshey. Her whole face lit up and
she said that to conduct a retreat was something she had
longed to do, but that so far she had not been given the
opportunity; and so the retreat was held.’18 Evelyn and
Dorothy formed a life-long friendship. During this period,
Dorothy also began writing a weekly religious column for the
Daily Express, under the pseudonym : ‘By the Unknown
Man.’ She did this for over a year until she became too busy
at the Settlement to continue.
Dorothy, who loved her job at Time and Talents, and
was regularly in touch with her ‘old girls’ over the years,
decided to leave for a particular reason which will be
described in the next chapter. In 1924, she was appointed
Organising Secretary for Youth Work in the Diocese of

17

Asterisk (*) indicates biographical note, pages 85-93.
Margaret Cropper: Life of Evelyn Underhill, Longman Green and Co (1958), p.
116.
18
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Southwark19, under Bishop Cyril Garbett. He is described as
‘a masterful man of great energy’, who commissioned the
building of new churches, campaigned for better housing
and encouraged parish work among the poor of South
London. Most of Dorothy’s work in the diocese was
undertaken during his period of office.20
Between 1931-5, Dorothy became Warden of St
Francis’ Settlement in Morden, a radical venture on the new
St Helier Estate, which began with a church in a tent.
Dorothy and her helpers visited every newcomer, getting to
know each family as they arrived. She helped to start many
clubs. However, her health was again deteriorating and she
had to have several operations. Whenever possible, she
continued to visit families, sometimes in a wheel-chair with
her leg up. She continued to live in Morden after she ceased
to be Warden. However, by 1932 she had become greatly
involved with the development of the Third Order. From
1935, her work for the Third Order and, also, as a Spiritual
Director were ‘her whole occupation and life.’21

19

Although Dorothy was in this job for about 6 years, no record could be found
of her work in the Southwark Diocesan Archive.
20
It seems likely that it was through Bishop Cyril Garbett, (later Archbishop of
York) that Dorothy was invited to join the Archbishop’s Commission on
Ministry of Women, which reported in 1936.; also the Central Council for
Women’s Church Work, to which she contributed for some years.
21
See notes of Edith Evans’ interview (1971), in the TSSF archive at Lambeth
Palace Library. Edith Evans was Dorothy’s close friend, and carer in her later
years.
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CHAPTER 3: POVERTY, COMMUNITY and FRANCISCAN
SPIRITUALITY.
At this point we need to understand how Dorothy
Swayne’s religious life began to deepen. Although her family
gave her a sound upbringing within the church, she was of
an intelligence and personality to question her beliefs. Edith
Evans said that she was ‘converted to a living faith’ at a
Student Christian Movement’ Conference in Swanwick,
during her student days, but seeds of doubt remained. She
was attracted to the Quakers for a time, but drawn back to
the Church of England because, although she was not
always orthodox, she valued the sacraments very highly. At
some point she took the Inter-Diocesan Certificate and
received a Grade A in Theology.
St Francis became real to Dorothy Swayne through
the experience of poverty in Bermondsey, South London. At
this point Dorothy can speak for herself through a Memoir
written in 1953, entitled: ‘The Story of the Early Days of the
Third Order of the Society of St Francis, and how it came
into being,’ which was not made public at the time.22
Dorothy wrote: ‘In the 1920s there was a
growing unrest in the hearts of many Christians because the
greed for wealth and the contempt for poverty was so
prevalent and it seemed that many practising Christians, and
even the Church, were in accord with this outlook.’ She
quotes Archbishop Garbett: “Money became the key which
22
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would open every social door, and poverty was looked upon
as a sin or as a stigma of failure….The urge for wealth in the
Industrial Revolution and the respect given now to riches are
in glaring contrast to the New Testament….it is still largely
assumed that money can remedy all ills.”23
‘The growing unrest on the part of many Christians
because of this dominance of the “God of Money” was
expressed in many writings of the time.’ She quotes
Professor James24: “Wealth getting enters as an ideal into
the very marrow and bone of our generation.” He suggests
that: “a revival of the belief that poverty is a worthy religious
vocation may be the spiritual reform of which our time stands
most in need. We have literally grown afraid to be poor…
and this fear of poverty among the educated classes is the
worst moral disease from which our civilisation suffers.” It
was this unrest which made people throughout Christendom
turn once again to the Little Poor Man of Assisi and in the
1920s small Franciscan Orders sprang up.’
Dorothy then speaks of the people who influenced her
greatly at this time: ‘Under God, our Third Order owes its
origin to three people who were quite unaware of the
movement that they were setting afoot – these three were:
Dr John Stansfeld, the founder of the Oxford and
Bermondsey Medical Mission, 1897 – 1912; Francis Dyson,
a young priest working as Diocesan Missioner in Southwark
Diocese between the two world wars; and Deaconess Carol
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Graham, a Tertiary of Christa Seva Sangha in India at the
same period.’
‘In Bermondsey, seeds of Franciscanism were sown
by Dr John Stansfeld, who with two other Oxford friends
invaded , in 1897, this very poor and rough part of
Docklands and began medical, social and religious work.
“The Doctor”25 shows how true a follower of the Little Poor
Man of Assisi was this heroic pioneer, with his insistence on
Simplicity of Living and on a real sharing in the hard
conditions of the life of the neighbourhood. One of Dr
Stansfeld’s earliest helpers was an undergraduate of Corpus
Christi, Douglas Downes*, later known to thousands of men
on the roads as “Brother Douglas”. Barclay Baron gives a
beautiful appreciation of Br Douglas’s work.’
Dorothy continues: ‘When, at the end of the First
World War, I became Warden of Time and Talents
Settlement in Bermondsey, I entered into a Franciscan
inheritance which was soon to influence my whole life. Dr
Stansfeld had found his wife in Time and Talents Settlement,
as did two others of his helpers, and our association with the
Oxford and Bermondsey Clubs, which he founded, was very
close. After five years as Warden, I felt that I must try to live
closer to the lives of the Bermondsey folk than was possible
in a Settlement, so I went to live for another five years in the
attic room of a house in Grange Road which had at one time
been Dr Stansfeld’s home. It was in one of these attic
rooms, which had been Dr Stansfeld’s chapel, and was our
sitting room, that TSSF was really born, when the young
Francis Dyson blew in one day to ask my help in finding a
suitable job for his sister in a local Club.’
25
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Who then was Frank Dyson? Before we proceed with
Dorothy’s memoir, it may be helpful to have a few facts
about him, given the important part he played in her life.
The son of an Anglican priest, he went to Cambridge and
then trained for the ministry at Westcott House, Cambridge.
He was ordained to a curacy at St Mary’s, Lewisham in
1923. He felt a call to religious life and with another priest,
Norman Faull, with whom he had been at Westcott, founded
a community on Dartmoor where they built a chapel and 2
huts. When Faull was called to the mission field in Northern
Rhodesia,26 Dyson returned to London where he became
Diocesan Missioner for Southwark. According to Brother
Francis (SSF), ‘He went to live in great poverty in the
Elephant and Castle district of South London, on 18/- (90p) a
week, sleeping in common lodging houses.’27 In 1928, he
was appointed Master of the College of St Saviour at
Carshalton.
Dorothy continues her narrative: ‘Frank Dyson and I
got talking about St Francis, and I told him how more and
more strongly I was feeling “the call” to try and follow in his
footsteps, especially in regard to his ideal of “poverty” and
“brotherhood”. Suddenly Francis swung round on me,
saying: “Do you really mean that?” Full of fear at this sudden
challenge to leave off dreaming and to act, I answered: “Yes,
I do.” “Very well then,” he answered, “you are the woman I
want” ….. He told me about a group of people he was trying
to collect together who would pledge themselves to live out
the ideals he had set out in a pamphlet entitled: “The
renunciation of privilege through Divine Love.” And so was
26
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formed a little Franciscan group28, (which included several
who would later become Friars and Tertiaries of SSF), who
pledged themselves to live on £3 per week (then the “living
wage,”) and to give the remainder of their income to the
service of God and mankind.’ This experience of evangelical
poverty, although relatively brief, stayed with Dorothy for the
rest of her life, and although she was later to reproach
herself with ‘infirmity of moral stamina and purpose,’29 those
who knew her say that she ‘clearly exercised a most
effective ministry in Bermondsey because of her actual
poverty.’30
During this period, she became a member, with Frank
Dyson and others, of an organisation named ‘the Fellowship
of the Way’, which was active for five or six years (1927/33)
during the worst of the Depression, and described later by
Bill Lash* as ‘a tremendous Tertiary movement throughout
the Church of England, with several Franciscan communities
in co-ordinated support.’31 Some members of the
Fellowship, including Frank Dyson, had a large vision of
developing it into a Franciscan Order, to include a First
Order of Tramp Preachers, having no property of their own,
who would spread the gospel among the poor. Their work
would continue the ‘wayfaring’ that James Adderley*, Br
Giles*, Br Douglas and Edward Bulstrode* had already
pioneered. They would be supported by a Second Order of
men and women living in communities, self-supporting and
28
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sharing what they earned with the poor, and a Third Order32
of sympathisers, living in the world, and giving moral and
financial support to the others.33 However, there were
different views held between the members: some were
strongly against the idea of an ‘Order’ and argued against
‘vows’ as being too High Church. However, the discussion
going on among Franciscan sympathisers at this time is
probably how Dorothy Swayne became so strongly
committed to the idea of a Third Order.
The Fellowship of the Way is best remembered for
encouraging a closer relationship between several small
Franciscan communities, by providing a regular meeting
place for them at the Fellowship’s quarterly Chapter. For
example, at the Chapter in 1931, five of these Franciscan
groups were represented: Father Barnabas* (from the
Society of the Divine Compassion), Father Douglas (from
the Brotherhood of St Francis of Assisi), Father Algy (from
Christa Seva Sangha), Father George Potter* (from the
Brotherhood of the Holy Cross) and Mother Clare* (from the
Community of St Giles).34 Peta Dunstan points out that
these meetings provided: ‘the first opportunity for a link to be
forged between Douglas and Algy,’ which by 1937 resulted
in the inauguration of the new Society of St Francis.35
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CHAPTER 4: FORMATION of the THIRD ORDER: early days.
Frank Dyson’s work within the Franciscan movement
ended tragically in 1930, when he suffered a serious mental
breakdown from which he never recovered; he spent the last
30 years of his life in mental hospital. This must have been a
shattering blow for Dorothy Swayne; he had been her
spiritual mentor, and the small Franciscan ‘Third Order’
group, which he had started, did not survive his breakdown.
She wrote to her friend, Deaconess Carol Graham, in India,
to share her thoughts.
Dorothy Swayne’s 1953 Memoir continues: ‘Frank
Dyson’s venture crashed with his tragic mental breakdown,
and the conviction was born in upon me that such a venture
could not hope to succeed unless it was founded on a
disciplined life of prayer, and unless it was guided by a body
of Religious, who were under vows of poverty, chastity and
obedience. In fact you could not have a Third Order
without a First Order.’ This was the crunch time when
Dorothy, standing alone now that Frank Dyson was seriously
ill, began to search for a way to set up a Third Order with the
necessary support systems. She must have understood by
now that she was not called to be a First Order Sister,36 but
had a clearer idea of what she might be called to do: working
as part of a Franciscan community but remaining in the
world as a member of a Third Order.
‘ I happened to write some of these thoughts to
Deaconess Carol Graham, who was then working in India
36
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and was a Tertiary of the Christa Seva Sangha..37 Christa
Seva Sangha was a Christian Ashram in Poona, India,
started by an Anglican missionary priest, Revd Jack
Winslow*, who had the vision to bring together the spirituality
of India with that of the Western church. Fr Algy Robertson
had joined Christa Seva Sangha ( CSS) in 1927, and
through his influence, the Ashram was reformed as a
Franciscan Order, including First and Third Orders.
Deaconess Carol Graham, who was working alongside a
medical missionary in India, had become a member of the
Third Order of CSS.
Dorothy went on: ‘Carol Graham answered that she
thought that the Indian Franciscan movement to which she
belonged was exactly what we were looking for and needing,
and she sent me a little saffron coloured Manual of the Rule
of the Christa Seva Sangha, on which our Tertiary Manual
was eventually based. It is very interesting to compare our
present Manual with this Rule Book (which I still possess),
and to see how much we owe to it, especially in essentials.
The three “Aims” are there, the three “Ways of Service”, and
the “Three Notes”, all in much the same wording - the whole
form of our Manual is the same, though the Office and
Admission Service were written a good deal later.’
‘To return to Deaconess Carol Graham’s letter, she
said that Father Winslow, (the leading First Order Brother of
Christa Seva Sangha), was coming to England that year
(1930) and she suggested that I should invite him to come
and see me. As I read the little saffron coloured manual I
37
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knew, in a flash, that this was what we were seeking. When I
talked it over with Father Winslow, he agreed
enthusiastically that a Franciscan Third Order was just what
was needed in England; and so it was that on St Francis
Day (1930), a small group of people gathered together in
Church House, Westminster, to discuss how we could start.
The main difficulty seemed to be how we could get a Friar to
lead us, but at that moment Father Algy walked into the
room. He had recently been invalided home from Christa
Seva Sangha in India, and was to be Vicar of St Ives,
Huntingdon. “Thou art the Man”, cried Father Winslow,
pointing to Father Algy – and so it was to be.’
‘Sitting side by side on a big sofa that was drawn up
facing the French- windows of a women’s club 38 that looked
over the gardens of Buckingham Palace, Father Algy and I
discussed together the adaptation of the CSS Manual to suit
the needs of a Franciscan Third Order in Great Britain, and
the formation of its first Rule and Constitution. The Third
Order was to be attached to the English branch of Christa
Seva Sangha, which Fr Algy was starting at his Vicarage.’
Brother Francis* takes up the story: ‘The inaugural
meeting (of CSS) at which some of us were made novices of
the Third Order, was held in June 1931... The Tertiaries
included, besides myself, Denis Marsh*, Fr Henry Lovell*
and his wife, the Dacombe sisters*, Dorothy Swayne and Fr
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Algy’s mother’s gardener. We were, of course, being made
novices of the Third Order of Christa Seva Sangha in India.’
Thus began the much desired Franciscan Third Order
in its first manifestation, as an offshoot of a Christian Indian
Ashram, with few members and only one professed First
Order Brother in the UK, Fr Algy. By now he was Vicar at St
Ives, Huntingdon. It was a fragile start, perhaps, but that
does not take into account the passion and determination of
its leaders. Dorothy Swayne was professed as a Tertiary at
Francistide: October 31st, 1931.
At a Chapter Meeting of CSS on the third of October,
1934, Dorothy Swayne was asked to read a paper39 as a
representative of the Third Order. By this time 3 years had
passed since the Third Order’s inauguration and she had
had time to ponder the experience of those years. The main
point made in her paper is important and challenging:
‘The Third Order should stand firmly for the ideal we
are trying to live out in the world, which is not a special kind
of ideal for a few freak people, but is the ordinary ideal for
any Christian life…..We need to show the world that a life of
prayer and quiet communion with God, and deep adoration
at the very centre, need not be confined to priests and
religious.’
She was concerned already about the fact that some people
were using the Third Order as a stepping stone to the First –
‘merely as a sort of probation.’ She continued: ‘This could
cause the Third Order to fail in its special message – that it
is possible within the complicated life of today to live out the
“Christ way of life” to the full, and that Christ asks nothing
less than this from all his followers.’
39
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She was also concerned that some people,
captivated by the attractiveness of St Francis, joined the
Third Order and then lapsed. In particular they found the
poverty rule, mild and flexible as it was, too difficult for them.
‘Many have urged us to water it down… I feel passionately
convinced that this must not happen.’ She reminded her
listeners that the original Third Order, set up by St Francis,
was ‘asked for simplicity of life and avoidance of all
unnecessary expenditure and luxury, and a generous
sharing.’ Experience of living a life of deliberate poverty was
what had brought Dorothy into the Third Order, and she
would defend the poverty principle her whole life. With a
small number of tertiaries alongside her, Dorothy had begun
to set out her vision.
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CHAPTER 5: THE SOCIETY OF ST FRANCIS IS FORMED.
At this point, more needs to be said about the
developments which led to the foundation of the Society of
St Francis (into which the tiny Third Order of CSS was
incorporated.) Discussions about a merger between several
small Franciscan Communities had been taking place for
several years.40 By 1934, two of these First Order groups,
Fr Algy’s CSS group in St Ives, (still linked with Christa Seva
Sangha in India),41 and the Brotherhood of St Francis of
Assisi at Flowers Farm in Dorset, had come to realise that
their survival depended on merging. Fr Algy was the only
professed friar of CSS in the UK, and Br Douglas, leader of
BSFA, was exhausted and was taking a sabbatical under
orders. A decision was taken in July 1934 for the two Orders
to move towards an integrated Society of St Francis. Other
Franciscan groups decided to go it alone. In October 1936,
unity was reached with a Rule and Constitution agreed. Fr
Algy had by this time broken the links with Poona, and
resigned his living at St Ives. He moved to Dorset as Father
Guardian, and Br Douglas became Father Minister and
concentrated on the work with Wayfarers. Flowers Farm
became the Friary, Cerne Abbas (later Hilfield,), and the
Brothers assumed the brown habit. In 1937, the new Society
of St Francis was dedicated and the Brothers took Life
Vows. Fr Algy’s plan was for: ‘a Franciscan brotherhood
committed as much to evangelism as to care for the poor
40
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and disadvantaged.’ 42 He became the driving force within
the Order until his retirement due to ill health in 1955, just
before his death.
Father Algy was born in 1894. He took his degree at
Cambridge in 1916. He then spent three years in India
teaching at a College in Calcutta, before returning to
England to attend Westcott House; he was ordained in 1921.
After a curacy in Northumberland, he became Travelling
Secretary for the Student Christian Movement. He met Jack
Winslow, who was on furlough in England, and was inspired
to return to India and join Christa Seva Sangha as a
postulant. He arrived there in 1927, and helped to set up a
student hostel in Poona, but he was also very influential in
the redevelopment of CSS as a Franciscan Order. His
health, never good, required him to leave India in 1930, to
his great sadness. After convalescence, as we have seen,
he became priest of the Parish Church at St Ives, Hunts,
where he remained for six years as a country priest, while at
the same time creating the English branch of CSS and
planning for the Society of St Francis.
Fr Algy was an extraordinary man, charming and
charismatic, with a very strong sense of direction in his
Christian life, and an ability to bring others to his point of
view- sometimes with a certain ruthlessness. He and Br
Douglas, the leading Friars in SSF, had great respect for
each other, but had few interests in common, and worked
best at a distance, each in his own sphere. Douglas worked
with the poor, especially wayfarers, and Algy, (based at the
Friary, Cerne Abbas,) was committed to developing the
Society of St Francis as a religious community, training
novices, but also leading numerous retreats and parish
42
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missions, and helping to set up other SSF houses in
different parts of the country. Algy’s health remained
extremely poor- he suffered from chronic colitis - and
according to Dorothy Swayne, ‘suffered more and for a
longer time than he allowed anyone to know.’ Even when ill,
he continued to work extremely hard, ‘his pockets full of
medicine.’
The Third Order group of CSS automatically
transferred to the Society of St Francis. Barrie Williams
writes:
‘The Third Order in its early days was closely
dependent on the First. The Guardian and Chaplain
General of the Third Order were priest-friars
appointed by the First Order Chapter…. The Novice
Master and Mistress were also appointed by the First
Order. This accorded with Dorothy Swayne’s own
wishes. The view held among tertiaries at the time
was that the Third Order received its inspiration from
the First, and it was right and logical that the Third
Order should be under obedience to a Guardian from
the First Order.’43
Fr Algy and Dorothy Swayne worked together closely
until ill health compelled Dorothy to give up her role in
1949.44 Fr Algy is described by Edith Evans as ‘a very
intimate friend’ of Dorothy, but it was not an equal
relationship: she was very respectful of him and obeyed his
direction at all times. However, the Third Order had a large
measure of control over its own affairs from the start: on the
Council of the Third Order, there was equal representation
43
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between First and Third Order members. Fr Algy was
elected Priest Guardian of the Third Order. Dorothy Swayne
became Assistant Guardian and Senior Novice Mistress. In
both roles she was very influential.
Area meetings of TSSF were started, to increase the
sense of community among tertiaries, and held three or four
times annually. Each year there was a Day Chapter for all
professed tertiaries. Discipline was built up by tertiaries
sending in a quarterly report to the Chaplain. Later, as
numbers increased, the responsibility for tertiaries was
divided between tertiary priests, lay men and women;
Dorothy Swayne had responsibility for the women, who
formed the majority; the numbers of lay men continued to be
few.45
The Third Order grew gradually, reaching 361 by
1951; numbers might have been greater had it not been for
the ‘hiddenness,’ which was central to the ethos of the
Order. Dorothy Swayne wrote in 1962: ‘Father Algy was
insistent on the importance of hiddenness for the Third
Order, and for that reason any outward badge or habit, any
publicity, any talking about the Third Order to all and sundry
was prohibited - hence the word ‘confidential’ on the outside
of our Manual. We were not supposed to show this to people
unless there was a very special reason for doing so.’
Hiddenness was an encouragement to humility, but one
result was that people could not come to the Order freely,
because they did not know of its existence; generally people
were in some sense ‘chosen’ as suitable candidates. An
example of this is Mary Johnson.
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Liz Carmichael46 interviewed Mary Johnson* in 2008,
about her memories of Dorothy Swayne as Novice
Guardian. Mary was at St Hilda’s in Oxford during the
Second World War. She was planning to work as a
missionary in Africa, and was sent to Dorothy Swayne, to
provide a sort of ‘anchor’ for the future. She said, ‘She made
me a tertiary. That was a good friendship – it lasted till her
death.’ She added: ‘How I got in, past her! She was very
influential on us young ones.’ Liz Carmichael asked what
spiritual advice Dorothy would have given her; Mary replied:
‘Very tough! Prayer held a very big place in her life, and she
taught other people to do likewise, or tried to….One was in
awe.’ Liz finally asked whether Dorothy alone had been
Novice Mistress at the time; Mary replied: ‘Oh, she was
everything! She was God!’ She continued: ‘If she didn’t
approve, it didn’t happen. She was pleasant, but she could
be a tartar- you didn’t take liberties.’ The word: ‘formidable’
is used regularly by those who remember her. It seems that
Dorothy, who was herself obedient to those in authority,
remained the leading Tertiary for many years through her
own natural authority and passion for the cause.
CHAPTER 6: ‘MARTHA’ – A WOMAN OF PRAYER.
It is important, before beginning to write about
Dorothy Swayne and prayer, to pay respect to her
‘hiddenness’ and belief that the life of the spirit was
extremely private. Most letters have gone – probably
46
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destroyed; if there were diaries there are none extant. What
is available are her published writings about prayer, which
help us to know something of what she offered as a spiritual
guide to those Novices whom she supervised, and to others
who came to her for Spiritual Direction.
Her close friend and companion, Edith Evans, spoke
of Dorothy’s faith, in an interview shortly after her death:
‘She was a very spiritual woman – but with real doubts. “It’s
a gamble,” she used to say.’ In one letter to which we do
have access,47 written to her great nephew in 1970, Dorothy
writes: ‘Geoffrey, I decided to “gamble my life” on the chance
that there is a God who is love, when I was an
undergraduate. More and more I have become aware of the
fact that though we can never comprehend God with our
minds, we can apprehend Him with a kind of 5th sense, …
which lifts us into another dimension of being where there is
peace – joy – love – and strength.’ 48
Edith Evans said that Dorothy’s own reverent
agnosticism on many points made her especially valuable in
dealing with doubters. She loved her ‘naughty’ people best.
She was not always orthodox, but valued the sacraments
and the offices very highly and had a strong prayer life,
which is reflected in her writings. When referring to ‘joy’, for
example she wrote: ‘Joy is a divine gift which comes only
from the union with God in Christ and is bestowed on those
who have made the whole-hearted gamble of faith.’49
The person she depended upon most for help in her
spiritual life was the Revd Reginald Somerset Ward, (RSW)
47
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her Spiritual Director. It is not known when she first went to
see him, but it was certainly in or before 1937, since there is
a letter of that date from her, a ‘unique survival’ 50, originally
misfiled among Somerset Ward’s family papers, when all
other correspondence from those he directed had been
burned. Dorothy continued to see him for Direction until
1961, just before his death, when she herself was already
seriously disabled and found travel difficult. For years, she
would regularly go for direction to his house in Farncombe.
Somerset Ward was arguably the most influential
Spiritual Director of the first half of the 20th Century, but he is
little known because he, too, was an advocate of hiddenness
and his ministry was entirely confidential. Knowledge of his
gifts as a Director was passed by word of mouth and he
published a number of books anonymously.51 Yet among the
people he directed were many leading Anglican priests: for
example, Michael Ramsey, Archbishop of Canterbury and
Eric Abbott, Dean of Westminster; he was also a strong
supporter of women’s ministry, especially the Deaconess
movement. Yet the majority of his ‘directees’ were ordinary
Christians.
RSW was called to give his life to Spiritual Direction
from 1915, with the permission of the Church. In order to
offer direction as widely as possible, he made tours of the
country four times a year, attending different centres in up to
20 towns and cities. He directed 200 or more people, heard
at least 1000 confessions a year, wrote hundreds of
50
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personal letters, and sent out pastoral letters and monthly
instructions. Between his tours, he also saw directees at his
home near Guildford. At first his work was so intense, with
lack of sleep, that in 1918 he suffered a breakdown.
Thereafter, he was very strict, with himself and others, about
moderation in relation to work, taking a weekly day off, and
getting a full night’s sleep. A small hostel was opened close
by, so that directees did not stay in his house. Over the
years, a number of priests and others whom he directed
became directors themselves, promoting spiritual direction
within the Church of England, and late in life he published a
Guide for Spiritual Direction. He remained throughout a man
of prayer, setting aside two hours daily for prayer and
reflection. An important part of his work was with those who
aspired to contemplative prayer.
Somerset Ward’s direction was very different from
that of most spiritual directors today. He was quite clearly a
‘Director’ and expected obedience: ‘A strong authority,
devolved in well-graduated stages, appears to give strength
to the devotional life.’52 For example, in the letter to him from
Dorothy Swayne, mentioned earlier, she asks for permission
as to whether she may speak to a small group of Club
Leaders at a local Settlement. Liz Carmichael comments
that: ‘Such a specific request suggests that DLS was under
the most detailed obedience in relation to work.’ Perhaps
she – like many responsible people and like RSW himself –
was always tempted to push herself to the limit; which could
not be healthy, especially for someone already disabled.
One of RSW’s directees called him: ‘our beloved tyrant’, but
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his strict requirements had the clear aim of setting the soul
free, and were not an expression of personal control.
Somerset Ward regarded himself as a ‘physician of
souls.’ One of his directees, Canon John Townroe* wrote:
‘As I remember him, he struck me not as a judge ready to
find fault, but more like a family doctor, concerned to make
you well, concerned for release from any kind of sickness,
concerned for wholeness.’53 Over time he had become a
superb diagnostician, who could get to the heart of a
problem with a few well-chosen questions; he was ‘severely
simple and sternly practical in the linking of faith to simple
acts and resolutions.’54 He believed in ‘persistence in small
good choices.’ David Ritchie wrote: ‘When hearing
confessions he was a great believer in the remedial
penance…. His ability to think up a relevant penance was
amazing, and would have consequences reaching far
beyond the walls of the confessional.’55
The second duty of a director, he believed, was to
find how prayer could best be strengthened.56 Somerset
Ward was aware that growth in prayer depends on both
grace and discipline; he was aware of the conflict which can
arise in busy lives if time is not set aside for prayer, and he
was strict in guiding his directees into good habits. Beyond
this, he thought that prayer could be limited by the directee’s
personal inclinations in the spiritual life, and he suggested
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ways of broadening their experience. His particular gifts
were in helping directees towards contemplative prayer.
Given confidentiality, there is no means of knowing
exactly how Somerset Ward helped Dorothy Swayne, over
half a lifetime - in her life of prayer, in her work, or in her
personal style of Direction, except in one regard:
hiddenness. She writes: ‘As it happens, my Director, Fr.
Somerset Ward laid stress on the value of hiddenness. He
himself led a totally hidden life and few people knew that
such as Evelyn Underhill and William Temple were under his
guidance. Whenever he published a devotional book, (The
Way; Towards Jerusalem, and so on,) they were always
anonymous, and he encouraged us to do the same. In this
age of increasing noise and advertisement, publicity and
propaganda, I do feel that this hiddenness is a very precious
thing, and it will indeed be sad if the Third Order turns away
from it.’57
It is not easy to understand the extreme ‘hiddenness’
of the early days; Liz Carmichael has shared some thoughts
about this:
‘Hiddenness was indeed a very strong theme for
Somerset Ward. He saw it as essential to humility, as
combatting the tendency to pride. I think his views were
partly in reaction to the rather precious boasting one used to
hear in Anglo Catholic circles. RSW was very much against
people gossiping, both because of pride and because they
might swop advice that was not tailored to their specific
needs! I am sure that Dorothy Swayne either agreed with
RSW about this from the start, which is very likely - being a
Bishop’s daughter she would have imbibed this ethos from
57
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(xi) Dorothy in her Swedish hut in the garden at Wokingham,
1950’s.
(xii) Dorothy: a picnic on the downs with dog.
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her cradle; or she was influenced in that direction by him.
Quite likely it was both. Hiddenness, modesty, was certainly
part of the Church of England ethos, and I don’t think it was
at all limited to the Anglo Catholic wing. One simply did not
talk about one’s inner life, it wasn’t done – it would even be
seen as an outright embarrassment. An obituary might just
about mention that someone had a personal relationship
with our Lord, but even that was a bit risqué.’58
This leads us to ‘Martha’, the pseudonym Dorothy
Swayne used in her two anonymous publications59: Martha’s
Prayer Book and Martha’s Meditation Book. Martha’s Prayer
Book, SPCK (1939), which is a pocket sized paperback,
became successful, was revised in 1947, reprinted in 1951,
and was still available when Dorothy made her will in the
mid-sixties; it was also translated into French. In 1960,
SPCK requested a sequel, which will be discussed later.
Martin Kaye*, writing in the Chronicle after her death,
commented: ‘I still find myself giving others copies of
Martha’s Prayer Book…. It says so many of the basic things
so much better than any other book I know.’60
The choice of the pseudonym of ‘Martha’ is important.
Firstly, Dorothy wrote specifically for women, and particularly
those ‘cumbered with much serving.’61 She had in mind: ‘the
mother in the home, the girl who goes out to work.’ She
pointed out: ‘We are all Marthas nowadays ….. in the sense
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of living of necessity crowded, busy lives, when to get any
time for quiet – time to sit still – is in the nature of a luxury.’
She concluded: ‘Though few of us may be Marys, yet many
Marthas could, perhaps, with a little effort and planning, set
aside some portion of the day to be alone with God.’
Did Dorothy identify with Martha? She certainly
worked very hard during the early period of her life, before
disability limited her. We have seen that her Spiritual
Director required her to be watchful of her workload. Yet
there was more to Martha than is sometimes remembered.
Martha was not only the woman irritated by her sister, Mary,
who sat at Jesus’ feet while Martha herself was busy. On the
first page of her book, Dorothy refers to the four stages in
the story: first, Martha opens her house to Jesus (Luke
10:38); second, she complains when overburdened with
work (Luke 10:40); thirdly, we read that ‘Jesus loved Martha’
(John 11:5); and finally, she was the first woman to
recognise Jesus as the Messiah: ‘Lord, I believe that you are
the Christ, the Son of God.’ (John 11:27). Perhaps Martha generous, sometimes misguided, beloved and finally
prophetic – became an exemplar for Dorothy’s own spiritual
journey.
The first pages of Martha’s Prayer Book are dated.
The women for whom Dorothy was writing are described as
‘homemakers’ carrying out ‘humble tasks’- ‘as we kneel to
light the fire’, ‘as we kneel to scrub the floor.’ The ‘girl who
goes out to work’ is likely to ‘clock in at the factory’ or ‘put
her hand to her typewriter’ – but this was in the 1930s, and
Dorothy had been working in very poor areas of London.
What is more striking as one reads on is her assumption that
the women for whom she was writing – at the Settlement or
in the Church - should be encouraged to take prayer just as
seriously as she does herself. There is no condescension
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here. (It is worth recalling that she took an ecumenical group
of women from the Bermondsey Settlement to Pleshey on
Retreat.)
Dorothy writes in an accessible style, and every page
is broken up with extracts from poetry, Scripture or prayers,
which are both memorable and could become an aide to
prayer for readers. She draws frequently on Brother
Lawrence, George Herbert, John Oxenham and others. Part
One of the book is about ‘The Practice of the Presence of
God’, and she encourages her readers to find ways of
remembering God’s presence in the routine events of the
day; an example: ‘Who sweeps a room as for Thy Laws/
Makes that and the action fine.’62
She then moves on, in Part 2, to ‘Our Quiet Times’:
the time set aside for prayer, however busy our lives may
be. Apart from ‘busyness’, there is another hazard; Dorothy
makes us aware that the twenty-first century obsession with
filling every silence is not new. ‘I’m fair scared of being
quiet,’ says one mother. Dorothy adds: ‘This habit which
seems to be growing in the present generation, of only being
happy in a noise, may soon stifle in us God’s “still small
voice”, which will never shout at us, but which each one of
us may have as our companion if only we learn to be still.’
She strongly encourages her readers to: ‘try our utmost to
set aside for Him a quiet time each day.’ She reminds us of
Mark 6:31, when Jesus speaks to the disciples: ‘Come away
to a deserted place all by yourselves, and rest for a while; for
many are coming and going.’
She suggests drawing up a Rule of Prayer, and taking
it to someone who has helped in our spiritual life, to make a
62
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formal promise to keep the rule, and to revise it in due time.
This would, of course, have been expected of the members
of TSSF, for many of whom DLS would have acted as
Novice Guardian; but Martha’s Prayer Book is aimed at
ordinary women, probably church goers, but from all walks
of life. She sets out a suggested Rule of Prayer, which looks
rather overwhelming, but is then broken down in the second
half of the book so that each element of prayer is examined
in detail. She begins with the conscious recollection of God’s
presence, followed by adoration and thanksgiving. Not until
God has been offered praise should the person who is
praying make petitions for themselves, or indeed pray for
others.
It is not my intention to record everything Dorothy
writes about prayer, but I will record part of what she writes
about Intercession63 as an example. She asks why we pray
for others when God knows better than us what they need; is
it because we are part of society, and - more important - part
of the Body of Christ? We are all interdependent. She writes:
‘ In our intercessions we are working with Christ, by
helping to release His power in the lives of fellow
members of His Body, and to open the way for His
Spirit to enter more fully into the souls of those for
whom we pray. It is a great mystery and a glorious
privilege that God needs our co-operation, and should
make us bow our heads with awe and in glad
thanksgiving. There is forever flowing from the Heart
of God a stream of love, and by our prayers for others
we can, as it were, lift them in to this life- giving
stream.’
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Dorothy continued by saying that our prayers cannot
force people to respond to God’s love, just as God can suffer
apparent defeat by man’s self-will, but that we are assuredly
helping to release those for whom we pray from the powers
of evil. She ends by saying that this prayer of intercession
must always include the offering of ourselves to be used by
God on behalf of others, should He need us for that service.
‘Let none of us take up this work of intercession lightly, for it
is a costly way of service.’
This is a beautiful and radical view of intercession,
which Dorothy put into practice in her own life. Anne
Anderson* wrote after Dorothy’s death: ‘I think of her
tremendous compassion and love for people. In the last
years we corresponded mostly about people for whom she
was deeply concerned and wanted to ask for the prayers of
the Tertiary Prayer Group – old friends from far-off
Bermondsey days, Tertiaries and present day friends and
neighbours. One realised a little how widely her love and
caring extended.’
Dorothy moves on to describe ways of listening to
God. She first considers meditation on Scripture, using the
method of Lectio Divina, which she describes in detail, but
still in a very accessible style; she then turns to Bible Study,
again with very practical applications. Her final section is on
Silent Prayer or Waiting upon God. She again draws
attention to the ‘ceaseless activity’ of the modern age, and
the fear people have of silence: ‘Many have lost the art of
being still, and yet never was there an age in which the
practice of this art was more needed.’ She draws on the
wisdom of the Quakers in learning the art of silent prayer –
particularly the difficulty caused by the overwhelming
distractions which beset us: ‘a perfect pandemonium of
voices.’ She writes: ‘When we are beginners in this way of
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prayer, we may find that it takes us some time to get quiet.
… lf we practice this way of prayer regularly, it is safe to say
that a new spiritual awareness will become ours, and
nervous restlessness is replaced by a growing steadiness,
poise and balance.’ She quotes St Augustine: ‘O God, thou
hast made us for thyself and our hearts are restless until
they rest in Thee.’
She returns to Martha, ending her examination of
prayer where she began: ‘Martha was reproved by Jesus
because she was in such a state of bustle and overeagerness that she failed to respond to the real need that
was in His Heart… What He needed at that moment was her
quiet, her attentive listening….. Are we not often too
preoccupied with our own thoughts or our own “good works”
to be quickly responsive to God’s still small Voice in our
hearts, or to the silent cry of another’s needs?’
The final notes deal with the question of how so much
prayer can be fitted in on a busy day. She encourages the
idea of a regular time, whether 10 minutes, half an hour or
an hour. She suggests making a collection of prayers or
quotations from scripture or the poets, and making a prayer
corner which is suggestive of quietness. She also raises the
issue of ‘dark days’ when prayer is difficult and God seems
unreal. She suggests that: ‘Prayers prayed in darkness
represent a far more costly offering to Him;’ and assures us
that after such a dark period, if we remain faithful, we shall
find that we have grown in our spiritual lives. Meanwhile, we
should stick to a simpler routine, about which she makes
practical suggestions. One of the excellent qualities of the
book is its practicality.
This little book shows us Dorothy as someone who
has travelled the road of prayer in a dedicated and
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thoughtful way, reading widely and receiving counsel
regularly herself. Her friend, Edith Evans, recalled: ‘All her
reading turned to prayer.’ It shows Dorothy as a fine guide in
the art of prayer, based on her knowledge and love of
ordinary women, and her conviction that all, whatever their
background should be offered an accessible but demanding
programme in building a life of prayer. This book, with some
editing, would still be very useful today.
CHAPTER 7: The Nineteen Forties and Fifties.
At the start of the Second World War, Dorothy was
still living in Morden and, during the blitz, she appeared calm
in the chaos around her. Br Christopher writes: ‘I really first
met Dorothy at St Helier in an air-raid shelter out in the back
garden, and quite calmly and unconcerned she went on
talking while guns fired and bombs dropped.’ 64 Her father
was worried about both her and her brother; Bishop Swayne
was now living in Edinburgh, where he had retired with his
second wife; he felt very cut off and hurried each day to his
Club to get the latest news of the War. Dorothy’s brother,
John, was in the thick of it; he held very senior posts in the
Army during the War: Head of the British Military Mission to
French General Headquarters (1939 – 40), General Officer
Commanding, 4 Div. (1941 – 42), Chief of General Staff,
Home Forces (1942), and General Officer Commanding-inChief, South Eastern Command from 1942-44.65
Members of both First and Third Orders were
scattered, and it was hard to keep in touch. A newsletter was
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started, and tertiaries sent in news. A nine page typed letter
was sent out by Dorothy Swayne from Morden in 1940 to a
list of interested Tertiaries. To save money it was sent to the
first on the list, who was told to forward it to the next person,
and on down the line! This is – to say the least – an
astonishing contrast with modern methods of
communication. However, the news was interesting. A
retreat had been organised at Pleshey, but deep snow made
travel almost impossible; in spite of the weather six tertiaries
arrived. By this time, Fr Algy had cancelled the Retreat, but
when he heard that others had arrived, he borrowed his
Mother’s car and managed to get through the snow the
following day. Dorothy Swayne had received a letter, posted
in Italy, from Lutheran Franciscan tertiaries in Germany. It
said: ‘We pray “Thy Kingdom come” on our side as you do
on yours.’ They promised to get in touch as soon as the war
was over. Br Douglas had agreed to be Chaplain of the
YMCA Centre for soldiers on leave in London, and twelve
Brothers from Cerne Abbas had passed the St John’s
Ambulance exam, and had been called up in January. 66
By Easter, in 1940, Dorothy Swayne had been so ill
that she had to give up the role of Organising Secretary of
the Third Order – although she maintained her other
responsibilities as Assistant Guardian and Senior Novice
Mistress. She wrote: ‘My Brother Body has not been
behaving well.’ An abscess under her arm refused to heal.
She had an operation in Edinburgh, (presumably while
staying with her Father for a time,) followed by 3 weeks in a
Nursing Home, and was awaiting another operation.
Her physical condition had worsened steadily for
some years. Dorothy’s death certificate in 1971 records
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Rheumatoid Arthritis as the cause of death, along with
Myocardial Degeneration; this seems to be the most reliable
guide available for understanding the serious illness which
limited her life for so long. The symptoms which she
experienced are typical of Rheumatoid Arthritis: pain and
swelling of the joints radiate into pain and swelling in the
muscles throughout the body. Sufferers feel stiff and have
difficulty moving. Slowly they start to develop a limited range
of motion, and may have difficulty keeping up with their
regular activities. Symptoms vary widely, as does the level of
pain. The body is under a tremendous amount of stress, so
patients often feel tired. Getting through an ordinary day can
be tough. It would seem that the statement by Grace
Nobbs67 that Dorothy ‘suffered from the same circulatory
disease that had probably affected her mother,’ is incorrect.
However, her great-nephew, Brian Ahern, does confirm a
family history of auto-immune disease.
In 1931-35, when she was in her mid-late forties, and
working on the St Helier Estate in Morden, Dorothy had
already had several operations, and was using a wheel chair
when necessary. By the beginning of the War, her health
was causing serious concern among her friends. Eventually,
in 1942, she was persuaded to leave London, and moved to
Cecily Paget’s* house in Oxford.
While in Oxford, she is said to have ‘exercised a
profound influence’ on those who came to her for spiritual
help. During the War, Third Order meetings were held at St
Thomas’s Convent in Oxford, and Dorothy often used a
room there to meet with those who came to see her in
privacy, including those postulants and novices of the Third
Order for whom she was responsible as Novice Mistress.
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(xiii) Lieut General Sir John des Reaux Swayne after WW2.
(xiv) Peggy Ahern, Dorothy’s niece, with sons Geoffrey and
Brian
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A variety of other people, including many students also
called upon her; for example, Br Edmund (SSF) wrote in
2008 : ‘Dorothy Swayne was at Oxford when I was an
undergraduate. I was taken to see her at St Thomas’s
Convent. I remember her being on a chaise-longue, with a
blue veil. She suffered from an illness which meant that she
could not stand or sit – she had to lie. She was very gracious
to me.’ On another occasion, a young man arrived saying:
‘Your brother sent me to talk to you about religion.’ Out of
this particular encounter grew a valuable life of service.68
Dorothy was not the only person suffering from ill
health. Fr Algy was never well, and, in 1941, was persuaded
by his doctors to hand over a good deal of the Third Order
work to Br Charles*. Algy wrote: ‘This action is a great grief
to me because of my real love for the Third Order, with
which I have been in intimate touch since the beginning. If I
can’t claim to be Father of the Third Order, I am sure that I
am at least the uncle… I shall still be in the background.’
In fact, Fr Algy remained as Chair of the Third Order
Council, and was therefore very influential. The Council was
the governing body of the Third Order; half its members
were from the First Order and were appointed but, from
1942, the Third Order Members – the other half - were
elected. Dorothy Swayne, as Assistant Guardian, was an
elected member of the Council until her retirement in 1949.
One can better appreciate the range of Dorothy’s
duties and, at the same time, track issues of importance
within the Order from both the Council Minutes, and, also,
newsletters sent out to tertiaries by Dorothy Swayne and
others, during the war and after. For example, Dorothy gave
68
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advice, in a newsletter, in relation to the disruptions of war:
‘There are those tertiaries who, owing to living or working in
bombing areas, or because of other wartime emergencies,
are finding that they cannot get the necessary quiet to keep
their present prayer rule. If this is a temporary emergency,
my advice to you is – do not alter your Rule, but do not allow
yourself to worry if you cannot keep it. Just state in your next
quarterly report to what extent you have not kept it and give
the reason, knowing that God, who sees into our hearts,
knows how great is our longing to have time for prayer. This
war is our ‘Passion’: if our lot is to be in the front line, either
at home or overseas, then let us offer to God all the strain
and the fear and the sleeplessness, all the lack of privacy
and of quiet, knowing that to be sharing in the least degree
in our Lord’s Passion would surely be his will for our
Franciscans.’69
There were ‘growing pains’ in the Third Order.
Dorothy wrote in another Newsletter in 1943: ‘It has been
suggested, by some of those who have been tertiaries for a
long time, that it is difficult to keep the reality of the Third
Order now that we are such big numbers, and cannot all
meet together regularly; and that now (because of the war)
many tertiaries cannot come to Third Order meetings at all. I
would like to say a word of sympathy here to the tertiaries of
our very early days. No-one loved our old, intimate meetings
and discussions …. more than I did. I can well understand
how some of you may miss and may feel bewildered and
somewhat daunted by the many new faces at our big
Tertiary Meetings.70 But it would be very selfish if we original
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tertiaries wanted to keep the Third Order as a nice little
homely fellowship for our own edification and satisfaction….
If we are regularly praying for each other, and for the Order
as a whole, and for our Friars and Third Order officers; if we
are all meditating on our beloved Manual, living under the
same Rule of Life, and reading the same circular letters,
there must grow up a unity, deep, strong and very full of
power, of which we can become aware if we will.’ 71
Keeping the Rule of life was another concern. In the
immediate aftermath of the War, she wrote that she saw
‘many novice and postulant reports each quarter and found
that some are letting their Rule get on top of them, rather
than supporting them. A Rule is not meant to be a straitjacket, but to add to our true freedom and to serve as
scaffolding, within which our lives may be built up as temples
in which God’s Holy Spirit may dwell.’ She continued: ‘It is
better to keep a minimum Rule than to be forever breaking
one which is beyond our spiritual capacity, or which has
been rendered impractical by present conditions.’ Discipline
about going to bed was needed, or tiredness ‘must result in
injury to our morning time of prayer, as well as to our
nervous balance.’ She wrote: ‘An increasing number of
Tertiaries are being asked to keep a “sleep rule”,
guaranteeing a minimum number of hours in bed.’ It is
interesting to note that her thoughts and advice in this
pastoral letter were very practical, perhaps reflecting
Somerset Ward’s method of linking ‘faith to simple acts and
resolutions – persistence in small good choices.’72
A discussion was beginning within the Order about
obedience. Dorothy Swayne raised a concern, at the
71
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Council Meeting in 1945 73, about some tertiaries who
seemed to regard their elected representatives as delegates,
rather than people elected to govern. The Council made it
clear that Tertiaries owed obedience not only to their
Spiritual Director or Novice Guardian, but also to the Council
as ‘custodian and interpreter of the Manual.’ It had been
accepted that Area Meetings were needed as the
membership became larger and more scattered, and rules
had been decided at a previous Council meeting about how
such meetings should be conducted. However, the Council,
(and particularly Fr Algy,) was not happy about the
development of Small Groups, which he regarded as
‘dangerous.’74 It was agreed that a letter should be sent to
convenors of Small Groups indicating that there should be
‘no discussion of tertiary politics; no profitless discussion of
personalities, and that all such meetings should include
intercessions, or reading from a book chosen annually by
the Assistant Guardian or Chaplain General.’75 There was a
loosening of the requirement for professed tertiaries to report
quarterly, but this requirement remained for the first year
after profession.
The decisions recorded in these Minutes reflect the
expectation of both Fr Algy and Dorothy Swayne – and
undoubtedly other members of the Third Order Council –
that within a Religious Order, obedience to superiors was
required as a matter of course; any changes – however
minor – initiated by tertiaries caused a sense of shock , and
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were met by what would now be regarded as an autocratic
reaction – although the Minutes record the view that: ‘The
Council is trusted to be loyal to the Franciscan spirit, which
is contrary to all autocracy and bureaucracy.’
Dorothy, although in authority in her role as Assistant
Guardian, was subject to the same principle of obedience.
Even when, in 1948, she was urged by friends and other
Tertiaries to write a memoir of The Early Days of the
Order,76 and this was raised for permission in the Council,
Fr. Algy ‘turned it down’ on the grounds of hiddenness;
Dorothy accepted this decision without demur. Six years
later, Dorothy did write a brief account, and it was sent after
her death with a covering note to Br Michael*. The note
pointed out: ‘You do realise that this story is, at present
anyway, entirely confidential.’ It was faithfully placed in the
TSSF Archive by Br Michael, but was never made public till
now.
In a newsletter in 1942, the issue of hiddenness had
raised its head. Tertiaries were asking why they could not
wear a badge, so that they could recognise each other.
Dorothy wrote in response: ‘The mark of a Tertiary is
something far more costly and far more fundamental than a
metal disc – it is Humility, Love and Joy. Our Lord said much
the same thing about badges: “By this you shall know that
you are my disciples – if you have love for one another.” ‘
She then wrote of Humility, which underlies the
concept of hiddenness: ‘What an elusive mark this is! It is a
virtue which, of its very nature, must be entirely
unselfconscious. If we think we possess it, then we most
certainly don’t! This means that it can only begin to be
76
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achieved by the people who do not think about themselves
at all, and it will certainly never be won by those who are
feeling their spiritual pulse all the time. There is a selfdeprecating sense of shame for personal weaknesses, and
a habit of self-accusation, which we often make the mistake
of regarding as humility. But this is merely inverted pride and
the fruit of self-obsession … Humility amounts to just this:
that we put no confidence in self, but unlimited confidence in
God.’
At the end of the War, there was a chance of
promoting peace and reconciliation between the peoples
of Germany and of Britain. Dorothy had corresponded with a
Lutheran Franciscan Tertiary, Elizabeth Hemple, before the
war, and she managed to contact her in 1946. Between
them they arranged for tertiaries in both countries to
correspond with each other, and within a short time more
than 110 members of TSSF had joined this initiative.77
What is interesting, when reading the Third Order
Council Minutes of the War years and early Fifties, is that
there is no mention of the poverty rule, no controversy
about poverty. There are two possible reasons for this: from
1940, both food and clothing were heavily rationed, and
some items remained rationed until 1954; although there
was a Black Market, most people in Britain survived on the
food and clothing allowances set by the government.
Rationing was a great equaliser – both ‘poor’ and ‘rich’ had
the same and made the best of it. In those circumstances
there was less need to dwell on the poverty rule. Another
possible reason was that the majority of the membership of
the Order was still single women, who could perhaps
77
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manage their money in a less complex way than married
tertiaries with children.
Although limited by illness, Dorothy continued her
work in the Order during the 1940s, only retiring as Assistant
Guardian in 1949. On the occasion of her retirement, the
Father Guardian spoke of the sorrow of the Third Order at
her resignation. He and other members of the Council
recalled ‘how completely she had given her love and time
and strength to the Order from the beginning until now, and
how much the Order owed to her insight and care.’78 She
had been too unwell to attend her last Council meeting, but a
letter of affection and gratitude was sent by the members of
the Council to Dorothy, to express directly their thanks.
In 1945, at the end of the War, Dorothy had moved
with Cecily Paget to a house in Guildford, but the area was
very hilly, which did not suit her condition. In 1946, Cecily
Paget returned to Africa as a missionary, and the house was
eventually sold. Dorothy, with her friend and companion,
Edith Evans, moved to Wokingham in 1950, on the Feast of
St Francis, to a small house at 8 Sturges Road,79 where they
remained for the rest of their lives.
Dorothy continued to see novices and directees at her
house and attended meetings occasionally, but with
difficulty; Dorothy Howman saw Dorothy when they both
attended a Retreat: ‘She made quite an entrance, bearing
many cushions and rugs, etc.’ Dorothy continued her
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ministry partly through correspondence and through pastoral
letters.
There are few people who now have a clear memory
of Dorothy Swayne. Inevitably she became less influential
after her withdrawal from her senior roles within the Order.
However, she remained an ‘eminence grise’, and could be
formidable, as Hugh Beach (TSSF) found when he became
engaged to another tertiary:
‘At about the time I became a novice, there was a
local meeting for tertiaries in Peckham Rye. All
newcomers were expected to introduce themselves
and say a few words about where they came from
and what they were doing. I was unprepared but did
my best. After the meeting, walking to the Bus Stop, I
was overtaken by a female medical student, who had
also been at the meeting, and apparently liked what
she had heard and seen of me. Two years later we
got married, and the marriage was one of life-long
happiness.’
‘When we became engaged, in 1951, we were sent to
Dorothy Swayne for vetting. She was living in a
comfortable, albeit tiny, house in Wokingham, and
received us on a settee under a huge portrait of her
brother, Sir John Swayne, in the uniform of a full
General. I was then a Captain and felt very small –
which was part of the idea. She was every inch the
grande dame, albeit gracious to a fault. But
apparently we passed muster and soon became the
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(xv) Edith Evans, Dorothy’s companion and carer at
Wokingham.
(xvi) The house at Wokingham. (Photo 2012)
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first two tertiaries to get married. Michael and Judy
Walker were the next two, and I was his Best Man.’80
Another rather different view of Dorothy Swayne
comes from her great-nephew, Geoffrey Ahern, who
remembers visiting Dorothy in the 50s and 60s at
Wokingham with his mother, Peggy,81 and brother, Brian; the
visits usually took place during school holidays. Peggy was
very fond of Dorothy, responding to her great warmth and
empathy. Dorothy and her companion, Edith Evans, ‘Aunt
Edith’, also paid regular return visits to the Ahern family, who
lived not far distant. The boys’ father was a barrister and an
intellectual, a sociable man who enjoyed good conversation,
and had a soft spot for both Dorothy and Edith. As the visit
was a special occasion, there was beer for lunch, which the
boys approved! Sadly, this jovial, kindly man died young,
when the boys were in their teens; Dorothy was loving and
helpful to her niece during her bereavement.
Geoffrey has affectionate memories of his great-aunt.
He experienced her as warm, with great vitality, in spite of
her disability. She was interesting and fun to be with. She
had a great laugh – a real ‘cackle’ - and she loved certain
words, which would be pronounced with emphasis: for
example ‘raucous (pronounced ‘rawkous’), and ‘posh’. She
liked hard consonants, such as ‘g-orse’. Dorothy could be
very bossy, particularly when ‘compliant boys’ 82 were
77: from A History of The Third Order: some snapshots, a talk given by Hugh
Beach at Rattvik Chapter, 2-4 October, 1998. Part of the joke is that, in his
turn, Hugh Beach became a General!
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Peggy Joan Ahern, nee Swayne, was Dorothy’s niece, the daughter of John
(known as Jack) Swayne, Dorothy’s brother.
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required for a practical task. One big annual event was apple
picking. At the bottom of the Wokingham garden were the
apple trees, which the boys climbed, carefully handling the
apples to avoid bruising, and later laid out in the attic with
spaces between each apple. While Dorothy called out
instructions in the garden, Edith was making tea, for when
the job was done.
It has to be borne in mind that Dorothy and Edith
were both by this time extremely poor83, and that the apples
were an important part of their diet. Geoffrey remembers
dark wood, cold passages, struggling fires – the kettle took
an age to boil. There was always a sense of financial
restraint and fuel shortage. Edith, whom Geoffrey describes
as ‘something of a Saint,’ had given her life to the care of
Dorothy. She was kindness itself, but was also completely
without any income of her own, and therefore dependant on
whatever Dorothy provided. It would seem likely that Dorothy
did have a small private income, but she had not held a paid
job since she was at St Helier, before the Second World
War. She may have received a small income from her work
as a Spiritual Director, and from time to time her brother
helped out financially. Otherwise their income is a mystery. It
seems probable that Dorothy claimed state benefits due to
her disability.
One example of being on short commons is given by
Geoffrey: he remembers that once, when the two boys were
at boarding school, Dorothy came to take them out. They
were to visit an old family home in the New Forest, but she
had underestimated the distance, and the taxi fare became
alarmingly high. Dorothy became increasingly agitated and
they had to turn around and return without reaching their
83
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(i)

Dorothy in later years.

(ii)

Dorothy Swayne at Wokingham in old age.

goal. She took them to the Copper Kettle for tea and this
seems to have completely broken the bank.
What stands out in the above accounts of Dorothy
from Hugh Beach and Geoffrey Ahern is the different
aspects of her personality: she could be ‘formidable’ and is
remembered as such within the Order; she could also be
warm and sensitive, both in the family context, among
friends, and with those in the Order who knew her well,
including her directees. It seems that she was formal when
formality was required, and held her own in a male
dominated world by presenting herself as an authority not
easily challenged. At the same time she had a vulnerable
side, and was sensitive to vulnerability in others, offering
warmth and understanding of a high order.
CHAPTER 8: LAST YEARS (1960 to 1971).
In 1961, SPCK published a companion volume to
Martha’s Prayer Book: it was also anonymous, and entitled
‘Martha’s Meditation Book.’ It is not clear whether this was
successful, but it is full of interesting material. The editor
wrote of the earlier volume: ‘Thousands of people have used
her (DLS’s) book with profit since it first came out in 1939.
Now she follows it up with a book to help those same
Marthas with meditation and Bible reading… carrying her
readers on to a deeper understanding in their spiritual lives. ’
The very first meditation may speak in some way of
Dorothy’s own frustration with the limitations imposed by her
illness. Dorothy ‘quotes’ from ‘the spiritual diary of a
housewife, who had been, in her younger days, an able and
busy professional woman with an academic degree:’
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‘It is my obvious duty to use the gifts of mind God has
given me and the discipline and mortification of my
life and its frequent solitariness, and to make it all an
offering to God. It is no good looking wildly around for
another life, another set of circumstances – this, here
and now, is the life I have been given to lead and it is
with this piece of stuff, of this particular material, size
and shape, that I am able to make my garment of
holiness and praise.’
Surely this speaks of her own struggle with her lot:
eight years of caring for her mother, and half a lifetime of
increasing pain and disability, must have caused frustration
and depression at times, however much she struggled to
‘make it an offering.’ In the section of the Meditation Book,
entitled ‘Finding God’, she looks at ‘Our response in
suffering and sickness,’ and considers what practical help
there is in our prayer life to help us achieve acceptance. She
insists on the importance of saying the Office regularly, and
being firm in keeping to our regular prayer time -‘when the
hard times come upon us.’ She adds: ‘All our sufferings,
mental, physical and emotional, can be offered to God as a
most effective means of intercessory prayer, on behalf of
some person or some cause for which we feel called upon to
pray. All prayer is offering and the more costly the offering
the more effective the prayer. Thus it is that all our
weakness and exhaustion in sickness, all the waves of
irritability and inertia that may sweep over us, can be so
many jewels to lay at Christ’s feet, with thanksgiving for the
nails that are being driven into our self-will and self-esteem,
and with prayer that God will accept this silent witness to His
glory and on behalf of our fellow men.’84
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Martha’s Meditation Book, pp 24/5.
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There are many interesting passages in this book,
including others where she may be drawing on her own
experience or that of her directees. For example, in relation
to overwork, she writes: ‘This intemperance in the excessive
dependence on the value of our own activity is a very
common sin of virtuous women. What is greatly needed in
these busy days, these days of increasing strain and
pressure, is people who are centres of quietness. Not a
negative quietness but a positive and radiating peace, which
can only come from an inner life which is growing in oneness
with Christ. These people may be fully occupied, but there is
no bustle or fuss or self-importance about them, because the
inner core of their being has become a deep still pool which
no surface disturbance can affect, and because they have
made of their daily work a burnt offering on God’s altar.’85
A final example is about old age: by this time Dorothy
was 74. She writes: ‘So many people tend to look upon old
age as a time of frustration and sadness, to be refused
recognition for as long as possible. Its advent may bring with
it the feeling of being no longer wanted and no longer any
use, of being merely a burden to other people as well as to
ourselves. Our bodily functions grow weaker and less
responsive to our wills, our minds become unreliable and we
grow more and more forgetful. This may fill us with self-pity
or annoyance….To some old people there does come a
sense of peace and tranquillity in their enforced
withdrawal… but for those of us who find old age very
thwarting, it may be a comfort to know what a very wise
Spiritual Director 86was wont to say to those under his care.
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It was to the effect that this last period of our life on earth is
the most important of all, because in it God is giving us our
final preparation for entering into His nearer Presence. It
may be a very hard and very horrid bit of the Way, but in it
God is giving us the opportunity of making the final
surrender of our wills to Him, so that the fullness of eternal
life may indeed be ours.’87 The second ‘Martha’ book was
published in 1961.
On October 8th, 1962, a Service of Thanksgiving and
Requiem was held at Westminster Abbey following the death
of Reginald Somerset Ward. Eric Abbot, the Dean of
Westminster, spoke from the altar: ‘ We thank God openly
for a priest whose ministry was hidden; for the precious
grace that was his as director of souls; for the costly, patient
obedience that he rendered to his God-given vocation
through the years….’88 Dorothy Swayne was present at this
event. It is probable that she was also present two days
earlier, on the 6th October, at a large gathering of TSSF
members at Lambeth Palace. In some sense these public
events were ‘breaking cover’ for RSW and for the Third
Order. The coincidence of two events so close together led
to a correspondence about the importance of ‘hiddenness’
and the danger of losing it. Dorothy Swayne wrote to Br
Adrian, the TSSF Chaplain:
‘It was the fact of our Third Order being entertained at
Lambeth Palace on October 6th, and of far bigger numbers
coming to this T.O meeting than ever before, and then of the
Thanksgiving and Requiem for Fr Ward in Westminster
Abbey on October 8th, which started me thinking very
87
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anxiously about where we are all going……The Dean’s
beautiful words at the Abbey Service went far, in my mind, to
excuse our behaviour of which I feel sure Fr. Ward would not
have approved, in our efforts to show our gratitude to him!’
She recalled Fr Algy’s insistence on the importance of
hiddenness for the Third Order: no outward badge or habit,
no publicity, no talking about the Order to all and sundry, the
word ‘Confidential’ on the Manual. She remembered Fr
Ward’s totally hidden life, his publication of his books simply
as ‘a priest’. She wrote with feeling: ‘This hiddenness is a
very precious thing.’
Was Dorothy Swayne, now 75, still a power behind
the throne, living as she did in retirement and each year
more disabled? Was she still influential, or was the anxiety
expressed in her communications about hiddenness an
indication that, 13 years after retirement, she was no longer
fully consulted? She continues in her letter to Fr. Adrian: ‘I
am writing to you now, because I am an old woman, and by
the time the Third Order really gets down to thinking about
its future, I (and others of the original members) may be “off
the map.” ’ She is deeply concerned that new members of
the Order should understand its original ideals and
objectives.
In reply to a similar letter sent her by Dorothy
Swayne, Anne Anderson, a long-standing Tertiary, wrote to
share her own concern about the increasing size of the Third
Order. She writes: ‘I believe we have come to a stage when
we have got to rethink, with much prayer, the whole
structure and life of the Third Order. It has had to grow, and
because of that we have lost the intimacy of the small circle
of the early days and we are in danger of losing our
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hiddenness – you can hide a mouse but not an elephant.
Somehow we have got to recapture it.’
In the 1960s, people began to let off steam after the
dullness and restraint of the War years, and to spend with
enjoyment. In her old age, Dorothy Swayne became
increasingly concerned that the discipline within the Order in
relation to the poverty rule was slipping. She wrote a brief
paper entitled ‘Simplicity of Life’,89 which expressed her
disappointment. She was partly disappointed in herself: ‘I
must begin by confessing that I am the last person to write
about our simplicity of life, because ill health of a crippling
nature, together with infirmity of moral stamina and purpose,
have caused me to fall below the ideal and practice that we
early Tertiaries shared when we started forth on our
Franciscan adventure thirty five years ago.’
Dorothy recalled reading a book90 which described
how ‘the original Franciscan movement, and all its revivals
ever since, had always come to grief over the poverty ideal.’
She asks: ‘Are we not in danger, as a Franciscan Third
Order of this defeat?’ She continues by criticising: ‘the
growing materialism of our age when ability is measured by
cash and the chief goal in life is to get a bigger pay packet;’
and this when ‘more than half the world is grievously
undernourished… Is not any compromise with our poverty
rule to be deplored?’ She does not set out the particular
reasons for her concern, but this is perhaps the last of
Dorothy’s important contributions to a discussion about the
Order’s philosophy of life. It is not surprising that poverty is
still at the centre of her thinking.
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Although Dorothy Swayne’s health would diminish
further during this last decade, she still saw novices at her
home, and sometimes tertiaries were brought to meet her.
For example, Dorothea Howman* drove Dorothy
Burlingham*, her one-time Novice Guardian, on a visit to
DLS in the late sixties. The two Dorothys were old friends,
catching up on news. They chatted about people they knew
– not always uncritically. Dorothea felt somewhat in awe of
Dorothy Swayne. When they left, Dorothy Burlingham
commented that it was Dorothy Swayne’s companion, Edith
Evans, not DLS , who was the saint!91
Edith Evans was indeed a wonderful friend and carer
of Dorothy Swayne throughout this last decade – and before.
A nephew, whom she had cared for as a child, remembered
Edith in his memoir:92 ‘Auntie Duff was a plump little woman.
I suppose she was ‘plain’ ... but I already loved her, and
knew an inner beauty, which was all I ever saw.’ Hidden in
her family tree was the fact that her great great-aunt was the
famous and admired author of ‘Middlemarch’: George Eliot
(Mary Anne Evans.) Edith seems to have had little ambition
herself. For most of her life she had been a ‘carer,’ living in
her parents’ home with a seriously disabled sister. An early
member of TSSF, she proved an ideal companion for
Dorothy Swayne: she was intelligent and capable but
selfless and a truly good woman.
Edith was fiercely protective of Dorothy. For example,
when Margaret Edington* used to visit Edith Evans, who was
her Novice Guardian, she would stay overnight at the little
house in Wokingham. She remembers that Edith defended
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Dorothy from visitors, so she didn’t see as much of her as
she would have liked. ‘Dorothy Swayne had a most
attractive personality – she made you feel you’d got to know
her in a minute. Edith was a bit of a taskmaster! She kept
me in my place and gave me what-for, as it were! But I think
Dorothy was more – well – spiritual, if you know what I
mean, more of a meditative, quiet sort of person. But they
were a lovely couple, and I was always grateful for that sort
of – warm relationship, that I had with them.’93
Dorothy dedicated ‘Martha’s Meditation Book’ to E.E.,
writing: ‘without her help and encouragement this would
never have been written.’ Edith seemed very accepting of
second place, with Dorothy as the ‘Star’. However, there is
some evidence - from the interview given after Dorothy’s
death - that Edith’s patience was tested at times: she
described Dorothy as ‘a very strong character, with very firm
opinions, often prejudiced.’ Edith also spoke of Dorothy with
great love and admiration, emphasizing her spiritual gifts:
‘She had a tremendous power of attracting others and
leading them to God. She won devotion from others without
sentimentality. Some depended on her too much for their
own good, but she was aware of this, and tried to guard
against it.’
When, after Dorothy’s death, Edith herself became ill
and died, Kenneth Martin, the Rector of All Saints,
Wokingham, their local Parish Church, wrote about her thus:
‘If the greatness of a person can be measured by their ability
to keep friends over a long period, then Edith Evans was a
very great person. She made friends and kept them, and
they all loved her and kept in touch with her. Her sickroom
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became almost a place of pilgrimage, with a veritable stream
of people who gave her not only news but confidences and
went away renewed in spirit as a result.’94
Returning to Dorothy, her friends had always been
exceedingly important. In her younger days, one of the most
prestigious was Evelyn Underhill.95 Occasionally, Dorothy
would go up to London and stay with Evelyn overnight. They
had a lot in common, but Dorothy was sensitive to Evelyn’s
prioritising of her husband’s needs and interests when he
came home after work. ‘Dorothy Swayne remembers how
once, when she was staying the night at Camden Hill
Square, Evelyn switched off their intimate, religious talk to
welcome Hubert when he came in from work; and how
natural it seemed when Hubert enquired: “And now Miss
Swayne, what would you like to drink?” Evelyn told Dorothy
Swayne that she could not have some people to stay,
because they would not realise that when Hubert came in he
must have the talk and attention that she loved to give
him.’96 Dorothy, raised in a vicarage, would have been
sensitive to such social and marital conventions.
A number of accounts of Dorothy’s friendships – often
those of a ‘soul friend,’ are recorded in the Chronicle,
October 1971, following Dorothy’s death. Brother
Christopher*, originally a member of the Third Order, was a
very close friend. He writes: ‘One of the greatest things
about her was her marvellous and infectious sense of
humour. I always came away from seeing her feeling better
for it. Of course, we had many a tussle over things about
which I could not see eye to eye with her. The most
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fearsome thing that happened was the day when, in fear and
trembling, I had to go and tell her I had joined the First
Order. She was absolutely dumfounded and at a complete
loss for words – probably for the first time in her life! When
she came to, we both had a hearty laugh and she (quite
wrongly as a matter of fact) accused Algy of filching me from
the Third Order, but in reality he was just as surprised when
I offered myself.’
Br Christopher continues: ‘Over the 32 years I have
been a friar, Dorothy has been a constant source of joy and
happiness to me, and of encouragement when I was down.
Since I have been in New Zealand, she wrote regularly and
we shared so many things – again and again, especially
when I was low after a grim operation, she helped me with
her calm faith that all would be well.’
Martin Kaye, TSSF, met her first in the 50s when her
physical infirmities were already limiting her activities – but
‘her powers of friendship and her wisdom were certainly
quite tremendous…. There must be many of us men who
account her, with Fr. Algy, one of the most formative people
in our lives. She was indeed on my wavelength in a big way
when I was a newly ordained ‘war veteran’ as the Americans
put it. I still treasure the memories of the times I spent sitting
by her couch at Wokingham. She understood people like
me. …It was about suffering and diminishment of life that
she really taught me most – and about prayer. She had a
rare gift of being able to help others to discover the reality of
prayer; and she is one of those unusual people who one
somehow knows is still praying for us all; and one rejoices in
this and takes courage.’
Dorothy Ricketts emphasised her personal influence:
‘She always had the effect of making you feel a better
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person than you knew you were. Her very concern and love
somehow build you up. I remember Fr. Algy asking me one
day something about Dorothy and I said I rather felt that all
her geese were swans in her eyes – and he agreed! It was
one of her great and endearing qualities, I think, for it had
the effect of making people a little more saint-like.’
Eric Jones*, (not a Tertiary, but a Leader of the
Ockenden Venture at that time,) wrote: ‘Dorothy was
possessed of talents which enabled her intuitively to
understand the spiritual condition of others and to translate
her awareness into logical or common terms. It was this rare
combination which must have put me at my ease twenty
years ago – that and her great love of souls. She had a gift,
too, of helping me to channel my anger and frustration into
prayer and dynamic action. Since I have known Dorothy, the
limits of what is possible in this life have been pushed back
so far that the vision of limitless love has become a reality.
The deep prayer life which sustained Dorothy, together with
her penetrating and active mind, led her to seek and to show
others the off-beat ways to the Kingdom of God. And so it is
as a delightful rebel that I shall remember dear Dorothy…. I
have tried to say what I feel, but words, unless in the hands
of a poet, seem inadequate.’
Dorothy made her will in September 1961, with her
niece, Peggy Joan Ahern, as one of the trustees. Dorothy
left the house in Wokingham to Edith Evans, and her income
in trust for Edith until her death. Thereafter, the income from
her estate was left to her niece, Peggy Ahern. Apart from a
small additional legacy, the only other point of interest is that
the copyright of the two Martha books was to be passed to
the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge. Later, in
1965, Dorothy revoked part of the Will, not altering her
protection of Edith Evans, but – presumably after
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consultation with her niece - leaving her estate in trust for
her two great nephews, Geoffrey and Brian Ahern
There were nearly 6 years remaining before Dorothy’s
death in January 1971, and little is known about this period.
Inevitably her health deteriorated further, and her brilliant,
clear mind was affected too, with some loss of memory.
Edith Evans continued her caring role, at what cost we do
not know, but Dorothy remained in her own home until the
end.
Her funeral was attended by members of her family,
friends, tertiaries and Brothers of the First Order. Her great
nephew, Geoffrey, remembers being very puzzled that there
were many people present in brown habits. He had no idea
why they were there - her family had no knowledge of her
life’s work because of her hiddenness. He and his brother
have been delighted to learn more about her after all these
years.
A tribute in the Parish magazine of All Saints,
Wokingham, February 1971, contains the following
paragraph:
‘In thinking of Dorothy many things spring to mind:
courage, perseverance, a penetrating intellect, spontaneous
gaiety, rigid self-discipline, an intense and practical love of
people; but, above all, her outstanding gift was her deep
spiritual power and insight. Hers was a life founded on
prayer and meditation. This spiritual power, so much the
essence of her personality, must have been felt in some
degree, however uncomprehendingly, by everyone who met
her.’
Her grave can be visited in All Saints church yard,
with the very simple inscription: Dorothy Louise Swayne,
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1887 to 1971. It is in very poor repair, but given Dorothy’s
hiddenness, perhaps that is exactly what she would have
wanted. We leave her with this favourite quotation:
‘Let thy soul walk softly in Thee, as a saint in heaven
unshod,
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for to be alone with silence is to be alone with God.’

THE END.
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Martha’s Prayer Book, p.67.
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Extract of a letter written by Dorothy Swayne to her great
nephew, Geoffrey, in the last year of her life. (Letter dated
July 12th 1970.)
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Notes on people mentioned in the ‘Life of Dorothy
Swayne’,
compiled by Hugh Beach, (TSSF).
Page 24. Evelyn Underhill, (1875 - 1941), is known for her
numerous writings, especially her best-known
work, Mysticism, published in 1911. She was also a
renowned retreat leader and spiritual director.
Page 28. Douglas Downes, (ca.1877 - 1957), ‘Brother
Douglas’ was one of the founders of the Society of St
Francis. He was an Oxford chaplain concerned about the
homeless wayfarers in Depression-era England. He took
over leadership of the little community known as the
Brotherhood of Saint Francis of Assisi at Flowers Farm (now
Hilfield) in 1922 and in 1936 became the first MinisterGeneral of the SSF.
Page 30. Bill Lash, (1905-1986), was ordained in 1929 and
went to India. He was Vicar of Poona until 1947 and then
became Bishop of Bombay. He was a founder member of
the Christa Prema Seva Sangha; (see Jack Winslow,
below.) In 1961 he returned to the UK and served as an
assistant bishop in the Diocese of Truro. He finally went to
live with the SSF at Hilfield, where he was much loved.
Page 30. James Adderley, (ca. 1865-1937), was ordained in
1887, serving successively at Poplar, Barking and Plaistow.
In 1894, with two friends, he formed a community which
became known as the Society of the Divine Compassion
(SDC), and was to stay in existence for sixty years.
Adderley, however, left the Society after only three years
and thereafter served in a number of parishes and as a
Canon of Birmingham Cathedral.
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Page 30. Brother Giles, (1878 -….): Edward Evans, a saintly
Irish layman, who in 1911 joined the Society of the Divine
Compassion (a Franciscan community at Plaistow), had a
special vocation to an itinerant life among the poor. In 1921
he set up a new community called the Brotherhood of Saint
Francis of Assisi at Flowers Farm in Dorset (now Hilfield). In
1922, he had some form of breakdown and left the
Community to continue his itinerant life. He stayed
occasionally with friends in London and Oxford and was last
heard of in the 1930s when he became reconciled with
Brother Douglas.
Page 30. Edward Bulstrode, (1885-1952), also known as Br
Edward, became a novice with the Cowley Fathers, but left
in 1913 and became an Army Chaplain in the Great War. In
1929, he tried to form a Community in the Cotswolds, but is
best known as a missioner, first in 1932, when he began his
annual mission to the hop-pickers in Kent, and later, in 1949,
when he organised the ‘Village Evangelists’, a group of 24
priests, who offered mission support to clergy in rural
villages, while living in evangelical poverty. He developed
links with SSF.
Page 31. Fr. Barnabas, SDC ,( ….-1958), Arthur CarusWilson joined the Society of the Divine Compassion in
1909. He became one of its leading members, and was the
Superior from 1935-46. He felt strongly the importance of
‘social righteousness’ and was a friend to the dock workers.
Most of his work was done as Novice Master and Prior at
Stanhope-le-Hope. He represented SDC on the Chapter of
the Fellowship of the Way in the 1930s.
Page 31. Fr.George Potter, (….-1960), was a pioneering
South London priest with a particular concern for homeless
boys. In the late 1920s he founded the Brotherhood of the
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Holy Cross (BHC) at St Chrysostom’s, Peckham and.
remained Guardian of the community until he died. In the
1930s tertiary meetings in South London took place at St.
Chrysostom’s. He considered merging the BHC with the
Society of Saint Francis but withdrew, partly due to his
parish commitments.
Page 31. Mother Clare was the superior of the Community of
St Giles at East Hunningfield, a leper colony founded after
the First World War. Nurtured by the Society of the Divine
Compassion, the sisters aspired to be a religious
community; they kept a simple Rule and renewed their vows
annually. By 1936 only five Sisters were left and these were
absorbed by another women’s community, the Community of
the Sacred Passion. Mother Clare attended the Chapter of
the Fellowship of the Way in 1931.
Page 33. Jack Winslow, (1882-1974), joined the Society for
the Propagation of the Gospel in 1914 and was posted to
India. In 1919, on leave in England, he heard an 'imperious
voice' telling him to set up a Christian ashram. Three years
later he inaugurated a new Community, the Christa Seva
Sangha which means Christ-Service-Society. In 1927 a
number of brilliant young Oxbridge graduates joined him.
One of these was Fr. Algy. The next year, under Algy’s
influence, the Sangha was divided into First and Third
Orders and St. Francis was adopted as the patron saint.
Winslow resigned in 1934, involved himself with the work of
the Oxford Group, was twice chaplain of Bryanston School
and finally spent fourteen years as chaplain at Lee Abbey.
Page 34. Br Francis (1904-2003), William Tyndale-Biscoe
was ordained in Southwark diocese and came to know both
Douglas Downes and Fr. Algy. When the Society of St.
Francis was formed in 1936 he became the first novice and
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was professed in 1938. In 1939 he became priest-in charge
of St Chrystostom’s, Peckham. After the war, when
Glasshampton monastery was made available to the SSF
and became the place of novice training, Francis became
the first novice master. After nine years he was chosen to
start the work of the Society at Fiwila in Zambia, where he
edited a dictionary. After another nine years he was sent to
the Solomon Islands. Again after nine years he went to
Stroud in Australia, and finished his life at Annerley. Among
his many gifts he was an excellent musician.
Page 34. Denis Marsh (1909 - 1989) joined Fr. Algy at St.
Ives as a curate in 1932 and moved with him when the
Society of Saint Francis formed at Cerne Abbas, (now
Hilfield), in 1936. In 1939 he was one of two friars selected
for the house at Lady Margaret Road in Cambridge, which
for the previous 19 years had been run as a study house by
an order called the Oratory of the Good Shepherd. In 1946,
Fr Denis became vicar of St. Bene’t’s Church in Cambridge.
After Algy’s death in 1955 he was elected Father Guardian
at Hilfield and when Br. Douglas died in 1957 Denis
expected to be chosen as Father Minister. Br David (WynneOwen), a lively Welshman, was elected. Dennis took this
badly, engaged in a battle for authority at Hilfield and had to
be relieved of his office by the Bishop Protector in 1959. He
withdrew from community life for some years, wrote a
biography of Fr. Algy, lived with the Sisters at Walkerburn
and spent his last years at Alnmouth. A man of great gifts
and charm, and an excellent preacher, he was passionate,
dramatic, unpredictable and unsuited to high office in any
Society.
Page 34. Fr. Henry Lovell. An Anglican priest who, with his
wife Lilian,were among the first to join the new Third Order in
1931. He became Fr. Algy’s curate at St. Ives and lived
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nearby in great simplicity. He later became Rector of
Lolworth, an ancient village with a 15th Century church on
the Huntington Road near Cambridge. His great
achievement was to draw up the Third Order Office for the
Tertiary Manual, which remained in use until 1979 and in
revised form thereafter.
Page 34. The Dacombe Sisters, Marianne and Peggy, were
among those who joined the Third Order at its inaugural
meeting in 1931. They inherited a delightful house, Gosfield
Cottage at Winkton near Christchurch. They bought the
house next door and ran the two as a Retreat House, mainly
for the Third Order. Their lovely garden ran down in terraces
to the River Avon and Hugh Beach remembers it from the
1950s as one of the most beautiful and tranquil Retreat
Houses he ever attended.
Page 42. Mary Johnson (née McCoulough,) (1918 – 2010),
was a novice of Dorothy Swayne while a student at Oxford,
and was professed in 1945. She became a missionary in
Malawi, teaching English, for which she was awarded an
M.B.E. She met her husband, George Johnson, an Anglican
priest, while on furlough; they married in 1959, and settled in
a fenland parish near Cambridge. When he died in 1974,
she published an anonymous booklet on bereavement,
which has been a help to many. Later she wrote a book on
prayer: ‘This Vast Activity,’ under her maiden name. She
went to live in a cottage close to the Sisters at Compton
Durville, where she was very active in the Christian
community and the Third Order. She was successively
Senior Novice Mistress for women, General Secretary, and
from 1979-85 Minister Provincial . In 2004, she returned to
Oxford to live at St John’s Home, All Saints Convent, until
her death.
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Page 46. John Townroe (ca. 1923 - … ) is an Anglican
priest who became Chaplain of Saint Boniface College at
Warminster (an out-station of Kings College, London) in
1948 and Warden from 1956 to 1969. The College moved to
Canterbury and the premises were let. The St. Boniface
Trust was then set up as a small charity for education and
training in the Christian faith, awarding scholarships and
running an essay competition. John Townroe administered
this trust until 2011 and became a much loved spiritual
director. He is a non–residentiary Canon of Salisbury
Cathedral (emeritus from 1993) and an honorary fellow of
King’s College London. His article The Practice of Penitence
was published in franciscan in January 1999.
Page 49. Martin Kaye (1919-1977), (TSSF),, was educated
at Christchurch, Oxford (BA ‘41, MA ‘44,) and Cuddesdon
College. He was ordained deacon in Durham diocese in
1948, priested in 1949, and was a curate at Grangetown
from 1948-51. He was a tutor at Cuddesdon 1951-53,
Chaplain from 1953-56, and Domestic Chaplain to the
Archbishop of York 1956-60. He was an Assistant Secretary
to the Church’s Advisory Council on Training for the Ministry,
(now A.C.C.M.) from 1961-67; then a Canon residentiary of
Norwich Cathedral from 1967-72, and Archdeacon of Craven
from 1972 until his death.
Page 53. Anne Anderson ( ….– 1981) (TSSF),was
professed in 1943 alongside Dorothy Burlingham, which
places them both among the very early tertiaries. Anne was
born in Edinburgh and attended the original St Trinian’s
School. She trained in agriculture and spent the war
inspecting crops and advising on cattle. Later she was one
of the community of church workers in Southwark Diocese.
In the 1950s she became Warden of the Talbot Settlement
in South East London, which was a Mother and Baby Home,
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especially for black women. Anne was an influential member
of the Third Order, becoming a regional Novice Counsellor
and was Assistant Minster Provincial from 1975-81. She was
remembered by all who knew her with great affection.
Page 57. Cecily Paget lived at Oxford, where in 1924-5 she
met Br. Giles after his departure from the Brotherhood of
Saint Francis of Assisi. She was a friend of Dorothy Swayne
who invited DLS to stay at her house during the Second
World War. In 1946 she went to Africa as a missionary.
Page 59. Brother Charles (1900 - 1961). Charles Preston
was articled as a solicitor in the family firm in 1917, and
studied at Christchurch, Oxford 1921-24 where he met Br.
Douglas and involved himself with the work of the
Brotherhood of St. Francis of Assisi. He was ordained in
1926, spent four years as a curate in Kent, and in 1931 was
one of the first four admitted to the novitiate of the
Brotherhood, by then accepted as a full religious Order.
When the Brotherhood was assimilated into the Society of
Saint Francis in 1936, he became a member of SSF, soon
becoming known as an evangelist and preacher. In 1945
Charles, with three other brothers, set up the friary at 84
Cable Street (previously a brothel) in Stepney. He did
pioneering work for the Society in Australia and New Guinea
(1955-6). When Br. Douglas died in 1957, Charles stood for
election as Father Minister, alongside Brs. Dennis and
David, but the latter was preferred. In 1961 Charles was sent
to Glasshampton to care for novices, but died of a heart
attack a few months later.
Page 63. Brother Michael (1918 – 2003), Reginald Lindsay
Fisher entered the SSF in 1944, taking Michael as his name
in religion. After studying at Westcott House in Cambridge,
he was ordained in 1954. He worked initially with the
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Student Christian Movement and was then successively
Guardian of the friaries at Alnmouth, (1961-66) and at
Hilfield, (1966/7). He became Minister Provincial of the
European Province of the SSF (1967-79), Suffragan Bishop
of St. Germans (1979 -1985) and Minister General of the
SSF (1985-91). In the last part of his life he lived in the
Franciscan house in Cambridge, where he had a ministry as
spiritual director and preacher at St Benet’s Church. In 1993
he published his memoirs under the title For the Time
Being.
Page 77. Dorothea Howman (1927 - …..) (TSSF), was
inspired by ‘In the Steps of St Francis,’ by Ernest Raymond
(1938), and learned about the Third Order through Hilfield.
She was noviced in 1956 and professed in 1958. Her Novice
Guardian was Dorothy Burlingham, who remained a good
friend. Dorothea trained as a nurse at St Thomas’s, and later
became a Midwife and Health Visitor, working in the
community for eight years. After her marriage, she moved to
Reading and continued to work part-time. She has been a
Novice Counsellor and Convenor of the Reading Area for
the Third Order.
Page 77. Dorothy Burlingham, (TSSF), was professed in
1943 among the very early tertiaries. In her younger days
she worked in an insurance office but in middle life she
gratefully retired and trained for church work. She became a
deaconess and began many years of unstinting parish
duties. She was a novice counsellor in the Third Order and
its last ‘General Secretary’. She had a great belief in young
people, always willing to hear their point of view. She was
happy to see her work pass into younger hands and gave
every help and encouragement to her successors.
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Page 77. Margaret Edington, née Maddren, (…-2013)
(TSSF), who was professed in 1956, just before going to
India. Her Novice Mistress was Edith Evans, and thus she
had occasional contact with Dorothy Swayne at the
Wokingham house.
Page 79. Brother Christopher (1905- 73), Robert Lot Hogg
was born in South London of a poor family. He came into
Algy’s orbit as a young man in the 1930s, and was
professed in the Third Order in1936. He joined the First
Order in 1940, and was admitted to life profession in 1946.
He was based at Cerne Abbas, where he extended the work
of the Friary to take in a number of homeless boys, and ran
the home for them until the late 1960s. He was, for many
years, the Secretary and Bursar of the SSF. In 1957, after
Algy’s death, he played a large part, with Fr. David, the new
Father Minister, in setting the financial affairs of the Society
on a firm footing. In 1970 he was among the first friars
setting up house in Auckland, New Zealand. In 1971 he
fulfilled a lifelong ambition to be ordained priest. He died 3
years later.
Page 81. Eric Jones: was not a tertiary, but came to Dorothy
Swayne for spiritual direction. At the time of her death he
was a leader of the Ockenden Venture. This was a charity
founded after the Second World War, to help children in
displaced person’s camps in Germany. Later it broadened its
scope, and in the 1970s was probably best known for its
major role in the resettlement in Britain of Vietnamese Boat
People.
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